
FHIR Subgroup Meeting Notes 7/2/18 - 9/24/18 
 

presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz 
July 2 - Ian Green - SNOMED CT and its approach to Genomics 
July 9 - decide NIB status 
July 16 - continue discussion from June 25 and July 10 - sequence, variants, and 
grouping 
July 23 - variant grouping, Orders&Observations -  
July 30 - Sequence Resource trackers, Described Variant profile 
August 6 - gForge trackers in group G 
August 13 - gForge trackers - various stragglers 
August 20 - negative major gForge trackers 
August 27 - More trackers 
September 3 - Labor Day 
September 10 - glossary + trackers 
September 17 - primer, trackers, sequence resource 
September 24 - WGM prep, gforge 
October 1 - Baltimore WGM 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting September 24, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
3. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
4. Patrick Werner - MOLIT Institute / Heilbronn University - patrick.werner@molit.eu 
5. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institute - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
6. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
7. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
8. Ning Xie - BCH- ningxie2018@gmail.com 
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9. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
10.  Jon Neville - CDISC - jneville@cdisc.org  
11.  Dorina Bratfalean -CDISC- dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
12.  Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
13.  Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
14.   Bob Wildin - UVM Health Network - robert.wildin@uvmhealth.org 
15. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  

 
 
Agenda: 

1. Workgroup meeting agenda (confluence link) --NEXT WEEK 
2. Genomics Primer/Glossary document drafted by James (comments integrated, but how 

far into CLIA and other regulations do we need to delve?  
a. detailed email from Andrea 

3. PGx Enhancement Requests 
4. Sequence Resource and overall roadmap to ballot 

 
Discussion: 
 
(1) - Workgroup meeting agenda (confluence link) 

● Most CG sections are labeled “IG Ballot Reconciliation” 
○ Are there any specific topics that should be focused on or that may need 

feedback from other sources before spending too much time on? 
○  26 "open status" trackers remain 

 
(2) - Genomics Primer/Glossary document drafted by James (comments integrated, but how far 
into CLIA and other regulations do we need to delve?  

a. detailed email from Andrea 
Lloyd: have to be very careful including US-specific requirements as this is an international IG, 
better not to have it at all. 
We should possible begin work on a US-specific set of content that we can reference, this is 
preferred. 
Should not have references to CLIA in the international IG unless we can balance it with others 
and use it to show variation 
Gil: have seen US-specific insertions in other documents. But it may work to pull out the 
overall background and then mention that it will be different for separate regions. 
Bob D: I don't recall us agreeing to require the entire IG to be CLIA compliant.. 
Andrea: If it's not CLIA-compliant it will not be adopted by laboratories in the US. 
Gil: mirrors integration of SNOMED as being mostly US only. 
Bob W: hard to encapsulate CLIA, etc as requirements do change over time 
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PGx functionality trackers 
Tracker 16081 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary New PGx Impact: Transporter, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)", 
Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
We are missing "Phenotype: transporters" (example given was SLCO1B1: Increased Function, 
Normal Function, etc ...) -  should we add transporters as a new profile? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #127 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Discussion 

Jamie: seems persuasive, but how best to integrate with 16082? 
 
Previous Discussion of the answer list on 16272 still under work 
 
Bob W: efficacy and transport are not generally the same, it’s how the drug,etc gets into the 
area where it may or may not have efficacy. 
 
Bob D: transport may be a little too detailed, as it doesn’t always have a direct link to efficacy. 
 
Bret: perhaps the separate knowledge artifact that doesn’t exist yet should be considered for 
this. 
 
Gil: can look at modeling this after the WGM, pick up the older discussions. 
 
Bob D: Going back to 16272, I would suggest a simple ordinal scale: normal, increased, low.  
 

Tracker 16082 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Allele functional status, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)",  
Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
We are missing "Allele functional status" (increased function, normal function, etc ...) - Should we 
add a new profile for Allele Functional Status? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #128 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 
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Discussion See 16272, still have to determine where the information will land. 

    

Tracker 16174 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Multiple Levels of Evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In the Genetic Impact profile, the level of evidence is 0..1 and perhaps should be 0..*?  For example, in 
the case of PGx, CPIC and PharmGKB (and maybe others) might have different levels.  
Reviewing the gene-drugs on CPIC (https://cpicpgx.org/genes-drugs/), I can imagine someone wanting to 
send CPIC Level, PharmGKB Level of Evidence, and even PGX on FDA Label to help the receiving 
system better drive the appropriate usage of the impact. 
NOTE - Perhaps "PGX on FDA Label" is not a level of evidence but is instead its own component?  Or 
maybe something else? 
NOTE2 - This certainly falls into the category of "pre-coordinating CDS", and as such should perhaps fall 
into another "knowledge resource". 
Please see the following page for more background: https://cpicpgx.org/prioritization/ 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #142 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition 
Jamie: Simple enough change to increase functionality, seems persuasive. 
 
 

Tracker 16175 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Genetic Impact - Add ACMG reference for level of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Details 

Can we support the ACMG "Criteria for classifying pathogenic/benign variants"?  See here: 
https://www.acmg.net/docs/standards_guidelines_for_the_interpretation_of_sequence_variants.pdf 
(page 8-9). 
My sense is that there can be multiple categories associated with a variant, and I am not sure we can 
support that as our profiles are structured today? 
We should also consider how we could allow the specific category (PS1, PM2, etc..) to be sent as well as 
the Evidence (Strong, Moderate, etc ...) 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #143 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16177 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Somatic Impact - Support MVLD levels of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/somatics.html 

Details 

Need to support multiple MVLD classifications for Somatic Variants.  See the attached example 
spreadsheet showing various scenarios.  Also, see the following link for more guidelines: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5728662/ 
  

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #144 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition Looked at link 8/27, will need to add this information in after further consideration 
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Tracker 16908 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary The use of Observation - 2018-May Genomics #67, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not Persuasive? 
Need a more firm proposal from Amnon. 

Details 

  
Submitted by: Amnon Shabo  (Philips) 
Existing Wording: The information found is expressed as FHIR�Observations. 
--- 
Comment: 
The FHIR Observation resource is used to represent a mixed-bag of information types, a few of which 
don�t fit the main purpose of observation, e.g., predicted impact. The latter is not an observation rather a 
result of some biomedical advanced analysis. FHIR observation is defined as �Measurements and 
simple assertions� � an interpretation of genomics observations is definitely not a measurement and not 
simple assertion by all means. Also, the Observation resource has an �interpretation� attribute, which 
adds to the confusion (the latter is for simple interpretations such as abnormal level of glucose level). 
--- 
Summary: 
The use of Observation 

Follow-ups 

-Wed, 06 Jun 2018 - by Kevin Power-From the WGM minutes:-Observation should not include 
downstream analysis-FHIR observation defined as “measurements and simple assertions”-Do genomics 
observations analysis results meet this definition? Need a different or new resource to capture the 
analysis results (e.g., interpretations, impacts, clinical relevance, etc.)-Proposal: explore the use of the 
GuidanceResponse resource instead-The use of observation to capture interpretation of a genomics 
observation creates another issue which is how and if to use the Observation.interpretation attribute - 
should it be populated, ignored, left to the implementer discretion?-Should an interpretation of an 
observation be another observation as it is in the May 2018 ballot of FHIR CG?-Observations of 
observations?-Wed, 22 Aug 2018 - by Kevin Power-Requesting follow-up on this tracker. 

Discussion 

Will need more feedback 
Lloyd: observation.interpretation is used when the person making the observation is also 
making the interpretation. Having a separate observation would be one when another person is 
making the interpretation. 
 
GuidanceReponse is a way of wrapping decision support. Clarity needs to be added re: 
persistence but it seems to be used mostly as a packaging system. 

 

Chat History 
Bret Heale 11:06 AM as long as it is distinguished from background on the FHIR 
resources 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16908
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


Andrea Pitkus 11:13 AM the overall approach was to make sure we were having the 
same definitions for items 

Andrea Pitkus 11:18 AM to be clear this is not designed to be US specific, but 
definitions of lab tests and results used worldwide in the practice of laboratory medicine. 
IT is true US sources are cited. Be happy to include other countries 

Bret Heale 11:31 AM  good point! 
 

Next Steps: 
1. blackground/CLIA:  

a. Especially as it is intended as background information, we need to be 
careful to not cater to US-only regulations. Can speak about them in more 
general and then cite the US requirements and provide links for there 
(and other countries where it is known to vary). 

b. Can move the CLIA/CAP specific information to a US-specific location, 
either include it in the international IG as a note, or separate it into the 
beginning of a US-specific document. 

c. Will need a new PSS, etc for US-specific? 
2. PGx functionality, need to resolve answer list to 16272, decide if reporting on 

transport mechanisms are in scope or not 
3. Still need to consider how we want to include MVLD/ACMG levels of evidence 

 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting September 17, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1.  Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
2.  James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
3. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
4. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu   
5. Gideon Giacomelli - BIH/Charité - gideon.giacomelli@charite.de 
6. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
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7. Dorina Bratfalean-CDISC- dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
8. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com  
9. Dora Finkeisen - MOLIT Institut - dora.finkeisen@molit.eu 
10. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
11.  Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
12.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
13.   Jon Neville - CDISC - jneville@cdisc.org 
14. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
15.  Xiangyin Chen - BCH - xchen04@gmail.com 
16. Jamie Parker- Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
17.  

 
 
Agenda: 

5. Genomics Primer/Glossary document drafted by James (version with initial feedback to 
be sent out after call for additional comments) 

6. Simplification Requests: panel profile 16108 resolution? (resolution  = defer) 
7. Leftover FISH probe and Copy Number Change trackers (put into block) 
8. PGx Functionality Updates (didn’t cover) 
9. Sequence Resource (didn’t cover) 

 
(1) - Primer/Glossary 

document drafted by James after 8/27 call, everyone make any comments you want on 
there by 9/17  
 
Summary: reducing text in several places where it was needlessly detailed, restructuring 
slightly. It now called “Genomics Introduction” to remove confusion of term “primer”, it now 
provides: 

1. An overview briefly introducing how we use some terms 
2. An overview of report structure 
3. An introduction to variant detection methods  

 
 
Also have a look at the glossary 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JP9gC1Daaz_pjYkLnrZdLHviFn-qFTZLgGXQmvi487c
/edit#gid=1467712360 (also linked from the primer doc). 
 
 
Andrea: there are overlaps with these terms in other specs as well, particularly for specimen, 
e.g., LIVD (http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=LIVD_-_FHIR_Mapping_Project ), service catalog, 
LRI 
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(http://www.hl7.org/documentcenter/public_temp_E67CAC4D-1C23-BA17-0CA3C3A90EDB074
D/standards/dstu/V251_IG_LRI_R1_STU3_2018JUN.pdf ), as well as others 
 
Bob M: can check with ASHI as well 
 
(2) Panel Profile 
-Discussion from last week 
 
 
(3) - Leftover FISH and Copy Number Change Trackers 
Tracker 16266 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Move arrCHG-ratio from Described Variant to Copy Number Change profile, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-described-variant.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Move arrCHG-ratio component from Described Variant to Copy Number Change profile. Rationale is 
that this  component is relevant for microarray tests, where the ratio implies the number of copies. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #117 - A-C-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition Persuasive - put into block 

    

Tracker 16269 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary FISH Panel should have 0..* FISH probes, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-chrom-fish.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

Change cardinality from Chromosome Analysis FISH panel to FISH Probe from 0..1 to 0..*. Rationale: 
Many findings are a summary based on an observation of multiple probes all at once. For instance, here 
is an ISCN notation that summarizes a finding based on 3 nearby probes, all present in triplicate, 
suggesting Down's Syndrome: 'ish 21q22(D21S259/D21S341/D21S342x3)'.  

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #120 - A-C-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition Persuasive with mod - mod: we are removing fish panel profile altogether, see tracker 16869 
No change necessary 

    

Tracker 16270 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Add copy-number component (LOINC 82155-3) to Copy Number Change profile, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-copy-num-chg.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Add copy-number component (LOINC 82155-3) to Copy Number Change profile. Rationale: Need a way 
to indicate, for instance, that this ISCN finding, arr 21q22(35, 900, 000-48, 100, 000)x3', shows 3 copies 
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of the specified region. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #121 - A-C-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition Persuasive - block it 

    

Tracker 16271 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Add property 'name' to Device Component FISH Probe profile, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/devicecomp-fish-probe.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details Add property 'name' to Device Component FISH Probe profile as a codeable concept. Rationale: Probes 
can have names and identifiers (e.g. D21S259, D21S341, D21S342), useful for looking them up. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #122 - A-C-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition Persuasive - block 

 
 
(4) - PGx functionality trackers 
Tracker 16081 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary New PGx Impact: Transporter, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)", 
Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
We are missing "Phenotype: transporters" (example given was SLCO1B1: Increased Function, Normal 
Function, etc ...) -  should we add transporters as a new profile? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #127 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16082 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Allele functional status, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)",  
Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
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We are missing "Allele functional status" (increased function, normal function, etc ...) - Should we add a 
new profile for Allele Functional Status? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #128 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16174 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Multiple Levels of Evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In the Genetic Impact profile, the level of evidence is 0..1 and perhaps should be 0..*?  For example, in 
the case of PGx, CPIC and PharmGKB (and maybe others) might have different levels.  
Reviewing the gene-drugs on CPIC (https://cpicpgx.org/genes-drugs/), I can imagine someone wanting to 
send CPIC Level, PharmGKB Level of Evidence, and even PGX on FDA Label to help the receiving 
system better drive the appropriate usage of the impact. 
NOTE - Perhaps "PGX on FDA Label" is not a level of evidence but is instead its own component?  Or 
maybe something else? 
NOTE2 - This certainly falls into the category of "pre-coordinating CDS", and as such should perhaps fall 
into another "knowledge resource". 
Please see the following page for more background: https://cpicpgx.org/prioritization/ 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #142 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16175 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Genetic Impact - Add ACMG reference for level of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Details 

Can we support the ACMG "Criteria for classifying pathogenic/benign variants"?  See here: 
https://www.acmg.net/docs/standards_guidelines_for_the_interpretation_of_sequence_variants.pdf 
(page 8-9). 
My sense is that there can be multiple categories associated with a variant, and I am not sure we can 
support that as our profiles are structured today? 
We should also consider how we could allow the specific category (PS1, PM2, etc..) to be sent as well as 
the Evidence (Strong, Moderate, etc ...) 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #143 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16177 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Somatic Impact - Support MVLD levels of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/somatics.html 

Details 

Need to support multiple MVLD classifications for Somatic Variants.  See the attached example 
spreadsheet showing various scenarios.  Also, see the following link for more guidelines: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5728662/ 
  

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #144 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition Looked at link 8/27, will need to add this information in after further consideration 
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(5) 
● Current functionality comparison sheet 

○ Need to have a picture of where one resource should be used vs the other 
■ In particular where there is overlap 

 
 
Chat history:  
 
Kevin 11:14 AM I like "Introduction", and Lloyd's suggestion of having couple of sentences 
 
Bret Heale 11:15 AM like indicating the profiles or fhir examples for each concept 
 
andrea pitkus 11:20 AM not completely 
 
11:52 AM https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_panel 
11:54 AM for the notes. from CLIA, "(4) For antimicrobial susceptibility testing, a laboratory must 
indicate which drugs are routinely included in its test panel when testing patient samples." 
 
for the notes... In the CLIA section addressing HLA testing, "(3) Use a panel that contains all the 
major HLA specificities and common splits. If the laboratory does not use commercial panels, it 
must maintain a list of individuals for fresh panel bleeding. " 
 
 
 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting September 10, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
1. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
2. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
3. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
4. Dorina Bratfalean-CDISC- dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
5. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
6. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
7. Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z4DodoLYawW-s0jbFKQg_xpwir8rEORkNjMfemvqxE0/edit#gid=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_panel
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics
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8.  Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
9. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
10.  Jon Neville - CDISC - jneville@cdisc.org 
11.  Xiangyin Chen - BCH - xchen04@gmail.com 
12.  Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
13. Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carradora.com  
14. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
15. Bob Milius - NMDP/CIBMTR - bmilius@nmdp.org 
16. Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
17.  

 
 
 
Agenda: 

1. Complex Variants vs SequencePhaseRelation: 16262 + 16808 (resolutions proposed) 
2. Genomics Primer/Glossary document drafted by James (introduced doc, make 

comments over the next week and we’ll check back) 
3. Simplification Requests: 16108 (started discussion, inconclusive) 

 
Discussion: 
 
 
(1) - Complex Variants vs SequencePhaseRelation 
Tracker 16262 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Change LOINC answer list for complex variant type, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-complex-variant.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

persuasive with mod 
Bob D will provide details of mod: 

Details 

Complex variation profile, component Complex Variant Type (LOINC 81263-6): Suggest we remove 
"haplotype" and "hemizygous" from LOINC answer set. Rationale is that we now have a Haplotype class, 
so shouldn't allow folks to use the complex variant class to indicate a haplotype. Also, hemizygous is an 
answer for allelic state, so in and of itself does not constitute a complex variant. 
 
 

Follow-ups 

-Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #113 - A-C-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics)-Tue, 14 
Aug 2018 - by Bob Milius-Lloyd: we can make our own answer list from a subset or superset of another 
answer list.-Clem: answer list items described in clinvar-Clem: clarify which ones we want to retain-Bob 
D: this is minor, does it introduce redundancy?-persuasive with mod- -Tue, 14 Aug 2018 - by Bob 
Dolin-discussed in committee today, with a suggested modification that rather than removing "haplotype" 
and "hemizygous" from the LOINC answer set, we'd instead restrict them from use in the context of this 
profile. -Tue, 21 Aug 2018 - by Kevin Power-Resolution proposed should consider the following 
tracker:-https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&amp;tracker_item_id
=16808- -Thu, 23 Aug 2018 - by Bob Dolin-I would also propose that we remove the link from 
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SequenceConfiguration to ComplexVariant (because it doesn't  work as intended, and is redundant). 
ComplexVariant has a 0..* hasMember relationship to DescribedVariants, and the cis/trans relationship of 
DescribedVariants can be asserted via SequenceConfiguration.-So, revised proposed resolution:-1. In 
component Complex Variant Type (LOINC 81263-6), restrict from use the values "haplotype" and 
"hemizygous" from the LOINC answer set.-2. Remove the link from SequenceConfiguration to 
ComplexVariant 

Disposition 

mod proposed: -1. In component Complex Variant Type (LOINC 81263-6), restrict from use the 
values "haplotype" and "hemizygous" from the LOINC answer set.-2. Remove the link from 
SequenceConfiguration to ComplexVariant 
 
-When restricting the list we should make a note explaining why (point to an example of where 
that information should be represented instead 
-haplotype:  
Bob M: HLA would use a haplotype observation (if they are on different genes) with each allele in 
a complex variant observation. to group complex variants, would not need to specify haplotype 
on the complex variant. 
Bob D: It seems like we’re making you use a workaround  
Gil: Should at least leave notes/examples suggesting how to use this field, particularly if there are 
multiple ways to represent the data. 
-hemizygous: the act of restricting the valueset may not be worth it, still make a suggestion for 
which way to represent info instead, particularly with the V2 mapping to FHIR. 
) 
-SeqPhaseRel can still link to described/structural variant, which could create issues. 
 
Not Persuasive with mod: make a note on the bottom of 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html about this 
 

 
Tracker 16808 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Complex variants distinguish cis from trans - 2018-May Genomics #36, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Will likely need some work to clarify how Sequence Phase Relationship and Complex Variant 
Type work together. 
Needs more thought, but perhaps remove the link between SeqPhase Rel and Complex Variant? 

Details 

  
Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Figure 5: Cis or Trans 
--- 
Comment: 
Unclear - I don't recall discussion plus the complex variants distinguish this (I think). 
--- 
Summary: 
Complex variants distinguish cis from trans 

Follow-ups 

-Wed, 06 Jun 2018 - by Kevin Power-Similar thoughts are mentioned in other trackers, this needs more 
detailed follow-up.-Fri, 10 Aug 2018 - by Kevin Power-Note the resolution marked on this 
tracker:-https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&amp;tracker_item_id=1617
3-With this change, the "Sequence Phase Relation" can tie together any sort of Variation, and upon 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16808
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review, there is some overlap with "Complex Variation Type" answers:-Compound heterozygous | 
Double heterozygous | Haplotype | Hemizygous-  

Disposition 

Persuasive with mod:  
Remove the link from SequenceConfiguration to ComplexVariant 
 
 

 
(2) - Primer/Glossary 

document drafted by James after 8/27 call, everyone make any comments you want on 
there by 9/17  
 
Also have a look at the glossary 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JP9gC1Daaz_pjYkLnrZdLHviFn-qFTZLgGXQmvi487c
/edit#gid=1467712360 (also linked from the primer doc). 
 
 
Andrea: there are overlaps with these terms in other specs as well, particularly for specimen, 
e.g., LIVD (http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=LIVD_-_FHIR_Mapping_Project ), service catalog, 
LRI 
(http://www.hl7.org/documentcenter/public_temp_E67CAC4D-1C23-BA17-0CA3C3A90EDB074
D/standards/dstu/V251_IG_LRI_R1_STU3_2018JUN.pdf ), as well as others 
 
Bob M: can check with ASHI as well 
 
 
 
(3) - Genetics Panel profile 
Tracker 16108 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Genetics Panel: Suggest removing, 

Proposed 
Resolution Not persuasive with mod: status=defer, keep the comments as future guidance 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Details 

Defining a panel does not feel like a requirement the first draft of this IG should address.  Supporting the 
Genetics Panel as defined would certainly complicate an implementation, and at this point, I don't 
believe the value warrants that complexity.  I would recommend removing the panel profile. 
The following text is included in the documentation about the Genetics Panel profile: 
As shown in the diagram above, all of the observations may hang directly off of the diagnostic report 
However, they can also be part of a panel. In this version of the specification, no guidance is provided on 
when or if panels should be used. This is left up to the discretion of the reporting lab. Observations might 
be organized on the basis of subject, specimen, chromosome, gene, condition/disease, medication or 
other appropriate measure. The recursive "hasMember" relationship on panel supports a nested 
tree-structure of panels if appropriate, though more than two levels of panels is likely excessive. 
Any organization of observations into panels or sub-panels is purely for navigation and presentation 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vWY7fHbSl0ZxkTJAXZ8gz8nHUgYrHlKBCYy2bTaxiXs/edit#
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purposes. It carries no additional "meaning". Each observation can be interpreted on its own without 
knowing the associated panel or sub-panel. The organization of observations in panels does not assert 
any relationship between observations. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #135 - A-C-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Discussion 

Jamie: Mark as draft??? 
 
Bob M: could move toward definitional panels, rather than supporting anything lab 
 
Bret: is this looking to model what was tested? 
 
Kevin: currently more for grouping tests that were performed,  
 
Lloyd: panel was put in to highlight the fact that diagnostic reports may contain/require 
navigation, that we don’t require all information to be linked directly to the diagnostic report. 
 
Bob M: is it common for labs to report multiple panels in a report? 
 
Andrea: They are created in order-result pairs in the lab 
 
Lloyd: 2 types/uses for the word “panel” here, 1- ordered tests, 2- organizing results (apart 
from which tests were ordered). 
 
================ 
Andrea: built into LIS and specimen collection/CLIA: if you order X you will get Y back from 
the lab. Starts with the lab, they will list the tests they can perform, including what results are 
going to be presented. 
 
Gil: Lets get some examples for labs/panels and see how we can map them with our profile. 
 
Andrea: Would not recommend creating a new definition for panel, but defer to regulatory 
aspects in the area for "panel." A panel would be an order for multiple items. LOINC 
sometimes also calls it a “battery” of tests, from the order side. For a US lab to implement, it 
has to be CLIA compliant. 
(https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&SID=9b42cf158b7c913fe20af21d8d820148
&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&n=pt42.5.493&r=PA) 
 
Bret: does CLIA require specific syntax for reporting? 
 
Lloyd: we’re not defining which panels exist, we are telling implementers that information may 
be coming from labs as packed in panels, so we need to be able to support going through 
that. There’s no complete standardized breakdown of these panels so we will need to be 
flexible. 
 
Andrea: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_panel from CLIA, "(4) For antimicrobial susceptibility 
testing, a laboratory must indicate which drugs are routinely included in its test panel when 
testing patient samples.   In the CLIA section addressing HLA testing, "(3) Use a panel that 
contains all the major HLA specificities and common splits. If the laboratory does not use 
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commercial panels, it must maintain a list of individuals for fresh panel bleeding. " 
 
Gil: proposed solutions: 

1. Leave as is-needs feedback after testing (Kevin would be willing to withdraw) 
2. Defer-comment will be reevaluated next ballot 

 

Chat history 

● Kevin Power 11:39AM: Published version of the LRI (for those interested): 
http://www.hl7.org/documentcenter/public_temp_E67CAC4D-1C23-BA17-0CA3C
3A90EDB074D/standards/dstu/V251_IG_LRI_R1_STU3_2018JUN.pdf 

 

 

FHIR Subgroup Meeting August 27, 2018 
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/clingenomics 

Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Gil Alterovitz) 
18. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
19. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
20. Patrick Werner - Molit Institute / Heilbronn University - patrick.werner@molit.eu  
21. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
22.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
23.  Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
24. Lloyd McKenzie - Gevity - lmckenzie@gevityinc.com 
25. Grant Wood - Intermountain Healthcare - grant.wood@imail.org 
26.  Jamie Parker- Carradora Health- jamie.parker@carradora.com  
27.  Ning Xie - BCH-ningxie2018@gmail.com 
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28.  Dorina Bratfalean - CDISC - dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
29. Ling teng -BCH -tenglingling@gmail.com 
30.  Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
31.  Jungang Zou - BCH - jungang.zou@gmail.com 
32. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
33. Bob Milius - CIBMTR/NMDP - bmilius@nmdp.org 
34. Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com 
35. Scott Robertson - Kaiser Permanente - scott.m.robertson@kp.org 
36. Kevin Power - Cerner - kpower@cerner.com  
37. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
38.  

 
 
Agenda: 

4. Genomics Primer Guidance - discussed, document later drafted by James (document 
not available/discussed during call) 

5. Simplification Requests - discussed 16253 and 16259 
6. PGx Functionality Updates - didn’t get to 
7. “What was looked at” - didn’t get to 

 
Discussion: 
 
(1) - “Primer” trackers 
(Kevin) 

1. Do we remove it with the thought that it is not necessary, at least right now? 
a. Clem: Maybe “primer” isn’t the best term here, can be misleading 
b. Perhaps “Refresher/Introduction” 

2. Do we keep it but simply refer to other online resources for those that need a primer? 
a. Will need to make sure we align with these definitions, may have to refine them 

from there, can even reach out to the defining body to see if they ought to update 
the definitions on their end 

3. Do we keep it and maintain this ourselves? 
(Andrea) 

● I think it might be really helpful to have a glossary and use terminology aligned with O&O 
and related workgroups to avoid confusion, crosstalk, etc. 

● Here's an example of one for the recent LIVD build: 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/livd/glossary.html 

● Comment added to the glossary tracker, 16513 
Jamie Parker and Arthur both voiced consent toward option 3 
 
Lloyd:  
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● Suggest that we separate how our definitions line up with other sources to the bottom or 
an appendix, etc so not to clutter the “working glossary” to improve usability for 
developers. 

Bob D: 
● This location is important, but the component descriptions certainly need to align 

*internally* first, then we could do a Q/A and extract them into a glossary. 
Lloyd: 

● I think we should limit external links as much as possible for describing the core 
concepts. 

 
 
Tracker 16698 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Remove or shrink text - 2018-May Genomics #6, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html 

Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: The technique used to detect the variation, alignment with the borders of major features 
of the underlying sequence (e.g. variants), the presumed cause of the difference (insertion of extra 
copies, inversion of a portion of the sequence, common patterns in the population (a common set of 
variations typically appear together), a known effect(a particular collection of changes may result in a 
known physical manifestation or disease - aka. a phenotype) 
Proposed Wording: remove or shrink 
--- 
Comment: 
Not sure this is relevant or necessary. 
--- 
Summary: 
Remove or shrink text 

Follow-ups 
Wed, 06 Jun 2018 
By Kevin Power I reviewed this but am not sure if this should be left alone, reworded, or removed.  Adding 
for follow-up by another co-chair. 

Disposition Persuasive with mod - 

 
Tracker 16740 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Consider consolidating and using simple NCBI or GHR reference description - 2018-May Genomics #18, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16698
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16740
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Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Direct sequencing techniques follow a multistep pathway. The initial phase of a 
sequencing run produces raw sequence with a qualification of the quality of the raw sequence. The raw 
sequence is then subject to further computational analysis. In traditional sequencing the product is a 
single 'read' and the initial step is often the final step. However, in techniques such as next-generation 
sequencing, the initial step is massively parallel and many 'reads' result. The next phase for massively 
parallel sequencing techniques is to align the 'reads' to each other and a reference sequence, which acts 
as a scaffold to aid in assembling 'reads, in order to create longer, contiguous series of sequences. The 
next phase for traditional and highly-parallel sequencing techniques is to compare the sequence, or 
sequence of the assembled 'reads, to a reference sequence. This comparison produces indientification of 
variance and quality scores. 
--- 
Comment: 
Don't think we should be going so far. Why not just cite a good reference - there are plenty of over view 
descriptions at NCBI and Genetic Home Reference. 

Follow-ups 

Wed, 06 Jun 2018 
By Kevin Power Additional feedback requested - my initial thoughts:* Not sure the title of the section is 
really accurate?  Perhaps it should be 'Variant Detection'?* I tend to agree with Clem that we should have 
less language here and refer to other materials (NCBI or GHR are good options). 

Disposition Persuasive with mod -  

 
Tracker 16743 Negative-Major FHIR Bot 

Summary Redundant words, the reference is a sequence+P22 - 2018-May Genomics #19, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html 

Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Inferential techniques for determining variants in sequences rely upon a standard as a 
reference. 
--- 
Comment: 
Redundant words, the reference is a sequence+P22 . 

Follow-ups 

Tue, 05 Jun 2018 
byLloyd McKenzieThe last two paragraphs in this section don't flow well from the first two paragraphs. 
They provide a lot of detail that's not clear is necessary.  If we decide this detail is needed in order to use 
the specification, we need to build up to it in small easy stages, not jump right into the deep end of the 
pool. 

Disposition Persuasive with mod 

 
Tracker 16748 Negative-Major FHIR Bot  

Summary Possible inaccuracy - 2018-May Genomics #20, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16743
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16748
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html


Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Inferential techniques for determining variants in sequences rely upon a standard as a 
reference. For example, inference from microarrays is done through comparing the signal produced by a 
sample to a known standard reference. In the case of microarrays, the probe set used conveys the 
positions interrogated. In Mass spectrometry, the standard is the mass of a known reference. In 
inferential techniques the output is the presence or absence of variation with a technique specific 
measurement of accuracy. 
--- 
Comment: 
Don't think this is exactly correct and worry that we will have to spend time on this when it would be easy 
to cite well polished reference (or quotes from it). 
--- 
Summary: 
Possible inaccuracy 

Follow-ups Tue, 05 Jun 2018 
By Lloyd McKenzie See comment on 16743 

Disposition Persuasive with mod -  

 
Google Documents creation for editing this section: 
 

1. Glossary of specific terms (pulled from our component definitions) 
a. Appendix describing differences in definitions here vs elsewhere 

2. Introduction to the Genomics space (copy this primer and allow edits to get it 
consolidated/up to date) 

a. Comments from the doc will have to be logged officially as trackers to be 
implemented 

b. Could they be used in resolution to these comments? 
 
 
(2) - Simplification Requests 
Tracker 16253 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Enhance overall understandability of CG IG, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Details Consider including an overall graphic of the model. The IG is a bit hard to follow because the diagram is 
distributed across pages. The high level graphic need not include all the attributes. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #104 - A-S-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition 

persuasive! - who wants to do it? 
 
Showing all relationships will be dizzying, will have to restrict relationships as an overview and 
then add in levels of detail. Imagemap would really help with this. 
 
Clem - packaging diagrams into a PDF would be useful as well, maybe with pieces given further 
description in place as well. 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16253
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/index.html


Lloyd - the automated UML diagrams are just for the base resources, the diagrams currently in 
the IG are manually maintained (aka made manually with enterprise architect and exported, not 
open source). No real hope of getting them automated. Can reach out to Lynn to see if free 
licenses are available. 
A tool that allows image maps and links would be ideal, if we are considering different tools. 
Jamie Parker - could this be done with Clinfhir? 
Kevin - tried to load current items into ClinFhir and there were import issues, let’s look into 
resolving this 

 
Tracker 16259 Affirmative Bob Dolin 

Summary Simplify Genetic Impact, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

There are SEVEN Genetic Impact classes (inherited disease pathogenicity, high risk allele, genotype 
medication metabolism impact, genotype medication efficacy impact, somatic diagnostic impact, somatic 
prognostic impact, somatic predictive impact). Consider collapsing all these into a single Genetic Impact 
class. Rationale: [1] the large number of profiles adds complexity to a model where a critical focus right 
now needs to be on the structured representation of variants and observed sequences; [2] 
Representation of genetic impact is evolving, so it might be premature to try to nail down the profiles. 
(We could for now, as an interim, have a single Genetic Impact class, along with a value set of LOINC 
Genetic Impact observations and associated LOINC answer codes) 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #110 - A-S-Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition 

Not Persuasive with Mod?? - see discussion - mark somatic impact profiles as draft 
 
Lloyd : 
The reasons for splitting: splitting restricts the available fields and increases interoperability. We 
don’t have to have all the impacts listed and choose when they’re ready. 
Bob D: 
Maybe compromise by reducing the particularly unripe ones, particularly the 3 somatic profiles 
(prognostic/predictive/diagnostic). 
Clem: 
Tight connection with PGx, should be considered 
Bob D: 
Most radical proposal: collapse to 1 class and make sure all the detail is in there. 
Clem: 
What about 2: separating drug-related from other conditions 
Bob D: 
Will need to link to medication and condition, but both aren’t always relevant. 
Lloyd: 
We can designate some profiles as “Draft” (maturity level 0, would not impact the rest of the IG) 
Bob D: 
I would mark the somatic impacts as draft, the others have seen more discussion. 
 

 
Tracker 16108 Affirmative Kevin Power 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16259
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16108


Summary Genetics Panel: Suggest removing, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Details 

Defining a panel does not feel like a requirement the first draft of this IG should address.  Supporting the 
Genetics Panel as defined would certainly complicate an implementation, and at this point, I don't 
believe the value warrants that complexity.  I would recommend removing the panel profile. 
The following text is included in the documentation about the Genetics Panel profile: 
As shown in the diagram above, all of the observations may hang directly off of the diagnostic report 
However, they can also be part of a panel. In this version of the specification, no guidance is provided on 
when or if panels should be used. This is left up to the discretion of the reporting lab. Observations might 
be organized on the basis of subject, specimen, chromosome, gene, condition/disease, medication or 
other appropriate measure. The recursive "hasMember" relationship on panel supports a nested 
tree-structure of panels if appropriate, though more than two levels of panels is likely excessive. 
Any organization of observations into panels or sub-panels is purely for navigation and presentation 
purposes. It carries no additional "meaning". Each observation can be interpreted on its own without 
knowing the associated panel or sub-panel. The organization of observations in panels does not assert 
any relationship between observations. 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #135 - A-C-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

 
(3) - PGx Functionality Updates 
Tracker 16080 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Allow for SNOMED terms for PGx Impacts, 

Details 

SNOMED has released PGx concepts like the following: 
http://browser.ihtsdotools.org/?perspective=full&amp;conceptId1=738535003&amp;edition=us-edition&a
mp;release=v20180301&amp;server=https://prod-browser-exten.ihtsdotools.org/api/snomed&amp;langR
efset=900000000000509007 
They take the form of "[GENE] [STATUS]" 
Should we allow for these to be delivered?  We have our own profiles that describe sending the STATUS 
(as a LOINC answer list), and it can reference a Genotype/Haplotype/Variant, which from "Computable 
Genetic Findings" allows for GENE.  However, I am not sure how we support delivering the SNOMED 
codes I reference above?  
Also consider: Should these SNOMED codes be delivered as report-level Interpretations rather than 
Genetic Impacts? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #126 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16081 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary New PGx Impact: Transporter, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)", 

http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16080
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16081
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html


Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
We are missing "Phenotype: transporters" (example given was SLCO1B1: Increased Function, Normal 
Function, etc ...) -  should we add transporters as a new profile? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #127 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16082 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Allele functional status, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In this paper, work was done to standardize nomenclature for reporting PGx results.  This table 
summarizes: 
https://www.nature.com/articles/gim201687/tables/2 
Under 'Medication Impact', we have profiles that do match up to the "Term/gene category" that are called 
out above: 
Phenotype: high-risk genotype = "High Risk Allele (83009-1)",  
Phenotype: drug-metabolizing enzymes = "Genotype Medication Metabolism Impact (53040-2)" 
We are missing "Allele functional status" (increased function, normal function, etc ...) - Should we add a 
new profile for Allele Functional Status? 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #128 - A-Q-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16174 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary PGx Impact - Multiple Levels of Evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Details 

In the Genetic Impact profile, the level of evidence is 0..1 and perhaps should be 0..*?  For example, in 
the case of PGx, CPIC and PharmGKB (and maybe others) might have different levels.  
Reviewing the gene-drugs on CPIC (https://cpicpgx.org/genes-drugs/), I can imagine someone wanting to 
send CPIC Level, PharmGKB Level of Evidence, and even PGX on FDA Label to help the receiving 
system better drive the appropriate usage of the impact. 
NOTE - Perhaps "PGX on FDA Label" is not a level of evidence but is instead its own component?  Or 
maybe something else? 
NOTE2 - This certainly falls into the category of "pre-coordinating CDS", and as such should perhaps fall 
into another "knowledge resource". 
Please see the following page for more background: https://cpicpgx.org/prioritization/ 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #142 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16175 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Genetic Impact - Add ACMG reference for level of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Details 

Can we support the ACMG "Criteria for classifying pathogenic/benign variants"?  See here: 
https://www.acmg.net/docs/standards_guidelines_for_the_interpretation_of_sequence_variants.pdf 
(page 8-9). 
My sense is that there can be multiple categories associated with a variant, and I am not sure we can 
support that as our profiles are structured today? 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16082
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16174
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16175
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


We should also consider how we could allow the specific category (PS1, PM2, etc..) to be sent as well as 
the Evidence (Strong, Moderate, etc ...) 

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #143 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

Tracker 16177 Affirmative Kevin Power 

Summary Somatic Impact - Support MVLD levels of evidence, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/somatics.html 

Details 

Need to support multiple MVLD classifications for Somatic Variants.  See the attached example 
spreadsheet showing various scenarios.  Also, see the following link for more guidelines: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5728662/ 
  

Follow-ups -Sat, 12 May 2018 - by FHIR Bot-Vote: #144 - A-S-Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition Looked at link, will need to add this information in after further consideration 

 
 
 
 
 
Chat History:  

○ Clinical Genomics Work Group Host 11:07AM: 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/livd/glossary.html 

○ Andrea Pitkus 11:08AM: point taken Clem. One of the issues even with HL7 
experts is differing definitions for observation and observation result value. If as 
Gil indicates, there is an "official" observation operational definition 

○ Bret Heale 11:16AM: i've a bad mic. I agree with Bob D and wanted to add that 
good examples are worth a lot as well 

○ Andrea Pitkus 11:17AM: Primer is being used as a different definition as basic 
overview, not genomics primers 

○ Bret Heale 11:49AM Impact type value set will be malleable - we'll be able to 
handle anything by adding new type. Linking to medication is an implementation 
issue, i.e. it would be rather silly not to link when appropriate (meaning the 
implementer), so, by having the seperate profiles we hand hold the implementer, 
making it easier but also increasing the number of profiles to support 
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Quick link to this sign-in/notes document: 
tinyurl.com/fhirgenomics  

Sign In: (presiding co-chair - Kevin Power) 
39. James Jones - BCH - james.jones.bch@gmail.com 
40. Joseph Kane - Epic - jkane@epic.com   
41.  Liz Amos - NLM - liz.amos@nih.gov  
42.  Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@mail.nih.gov  
43.  Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
44. Andrea Pitkus - apitkus@gmail.com 
45. Deepak Sharma - Mayo Clinic - sharma.deepak2@mayo.edu  
46. Dorina Bratfalean - CDISC - dbratfalean.external@cdisc.org 
47. Bob Dolin - Elimu Informatics - bdolin@elimu.io  
48. Julian Sass - Berlin Institute of Health - julian.sass@bihealth.de  
49. Joel Schneider - NMDP/CIBMTR - jschneid@nmdp.org 
50.  Alex Mankovich - Philips - alex.mankovich@philips.com  
51. Ling Teng -BCH-tenglingling@gmail.com 
52. Ning Xie - BCH- ningxie2018@gmail.com 

 
Agenda: 

8. Overview of the remaining Neg-Major trackers: 
a. Missing LOINC codes - move into block 
b. Transplantation/HLA needs more complete narrative -didn’t cover 
c. Sequence Phase Relationship x Complex Variant - discussed, needs thought 
d. Inherited Disease Pathogenicity profile - deferred 

9. “What was looked at” proposals - discussed 
10. Seq + Obs - topic introduced 

 
 
Discussion: 
(a) 
Tracker 16180 

Summary Inherited Disease Pathogenicity - Must have mode-of-inheritance value set, 

Commenter Kevin Power  

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-inh-dis-path.html 

Details 
I did a search in LOINC and did not find an appropriate code.  The possible value set options: 
https://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/primer/inheritance/inheritancepatterns 
https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/genetics-dictionary/def/mode-of-inheritance 
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http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-inh-dis-path.html
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https://www.cancer.gov/publications/dictionaries/genetics-dictionary/def/mode-of-inheritance


Disposition Persuasive - first link is a good start 

Tracker 16184 

Summary Genetic Impact - Need LOINC code for level of evidence, 

Commenter Kevin Power  

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-impact.html 

Details We need a LOINC code to deliver the Level of Evidence component on the Genetic Impact profile.  My 
LOINC search did not turn up a suitable code. 

Disposition Def 
Generic list may be problematic… will need more thought 

Tracker 16239 

Summary Need an Observation.code for DescribedVariant, 

Commenter Kevin Power  

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-described-variant.html 

Details We need to identify a LOINC code.  We had ones for Discrete and Structural, but we do not have one for 
our current DescribedVariant profile. 

Disposition Persuasive - either reuse an old one or make a new one 

Tracker 16244 

Summary Need a LOINC for Coordinate System, 

Commenter Kevin Power  

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/obs-described-variant.html 

Details 
Need to identify a LOINC code for Coordinate System component. 
Also - Note that the Terminology Bindings section (2.16.3) has "GeneticCoordinateSystem" listed many 
times.  Might be a side effect of using TBD as the code?  Or perhaps another issue? 

Disposition Persuasive ! 

 
(b) 
Tracker 16509 

Summary Transplantation/HLA needs more complete narrative, 

Commenter Bob Milius  

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/transplants.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

Genomic Profiling for Transplantation needs a more complete narrative, including a possible name 
change for the section. Include the considerations needs by the community, as well as current 
conventions for reporting, HLA nomenclature, why knowledge of chromosomal phasing of sequences is 
know is important, and how this community differs from other communities in its use of terms such as 
allele and haplotype. 
Also, describe the HLA example in more detail, why different observation profile were used, perhaps with 
clinFHIR graph image to visually describe the relationships. 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16184
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/obs-impact.html
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Follow-ups Sat, 12 May 2018 
By FHIR Bot Vote: #91 - NEG Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor Program) 

Disposition Persuasive - lets get it done 

 
(c) 
Tracker 16808 

Summary Complex variants distinguish cis from trans - 2018-May Genomics #36, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Will likely need some work to clarify how Sequence Phase Relationship and Complex Variant Type 
work together. 

Details 

 Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Figure 5: Cis or Trans 
--- 
Comment: 
Unclear - I don't recall discussion plus the complex variants distinguish this (I think). 
--- 
Summary: 
Complex variants distinguish cis from trans 

Follow-ups 

Wed, 06 Jun 2018 
By Kevin Power: Similar thoughts are mentioned in other trackers, this needs more detailed follow-up. 
Fri, 10 Aug 2018 
By Kevin PowerNote the resolution marked on this tracker: 16173 
With this change, the "Sequence Phase Relation" can tie together any sort of Variation, and upon review, 
there is some overlap with "Complex Variation Type" answers: Compound heterozygous | Double 
heterozygous | Haplotype | Hemizygous  
 
Clem: checked in with NCBI, definitions described haplotype as any cis combinations, and genotype as 
trans-grouped, not necessarily the same gene (but typically it is). 
 
Joel: for HLA we have different way of describing genotypes - multi-locus, (phased/haplotype pair or 
unphased/can’t say anything about phase)  
 
 
 

Disposition Needs more thought, but ought to remove link between SeqPhase Rel and complex var  

 
(d) 
Tracker 16834 

Summary Separating it into a separate profile may make it seem disconnected. - 2018-May Genomics #43, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16808
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16173
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16834
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


Details 

 Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Figure 7: Inherited Disease Pathogenicity 53037-8 
--- 
Comment: 
Formerly called variant clinical significance. With answer list 
1. pathogenic  
2. Likely pathogenic LA6704-6 
3. Uncertain significance LA6705-3 
4. Likely benign LA6706-1 
5. Benign 
  
Believe it is a always reported with each variant. Separating it into a separate profile may make it seem 
disconnected. This particular list is from a published genomics paper PMID 25741868 (PMCID: 
PMC4544753). But there may be a desire to tweak it. 

Follow-ups 

Mon, 30 Jul 2018 
By Liz Amos, From Clem McDonald: The term (in LOINC - Genetic Variant Clinical Significance 53037-8) 
is now called Inherited Disease Pathogenicity (with same answer list). Two problems: 1) We know 
something about a variant. Ramping that up to an inherited disease is a leap too far. The new name is 
misleading. 2) it has been separated from the variant by putting it into Genetic impact with a one to many 
link to the observation. In current reports, the variant and assessment of pathogenicity are almost always 
paired. Like love and marriage, horse and carriage. This this separation and the many to one relation 
breaks this tight connection. Think it would be much better if this attribute was attached to the computable 
genetic finding at the top of Figure 1 where it tied to one or a set of variants. 
 
Clinical significance may change over time as new knowledge becomes available, this approach leaves 
us more open to that later, but it may not be the right place for it  
 
Clem’s concern is with usability and prominence of the contained information 
 
Bret: from a workflow point of view: a lab does sequencing, and sends them off to a third party vendor 
which annotates the vcf, 
 
Clem: how does that change the model of the report going to the clinic? 
 
Kevin: the current model allows attaching many observations including an Overall Interpretation. 
 
Clem: could we attach it to computable genetic finding instead? (As a component) 
 

Disposition 
Logged as negative,  

1) status: change to Defer, resolution - not persuasive (for this ballot) 
a) Automatically shows up for next cycle 

 
(e) - what was looked at 
 

● Need to address "what was looked at" 16258 
● Comment to disagree that all things examined within range have to be represented in each variant - 

2018-May Genomics #24 16763 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16258&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763&start=0
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Tracker 15889 (approach mentioned last week, later discussed in Zulip) 

Summary Properties needed for range examined and human reference sequence assembly 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/ 

Resolution 
Notes 

Add component 51959-5  Range(s) of DNA sequence examined to the Computable Genetic Finding 
profile. This would allow us, for instance, to specify the exact location for a haplotype or genotype call." 

Details 
Lloyd: In v2 we had 2 properties that appeared on both simple and complex variants that aren't exposed in 
the new model: Range examined: 51959-5 & Human reference sequence assembly version: 62374-4. Are 
they needed? If so, where should they go? 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:35:55 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #158 - A-Q 
Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 
Submitted on Wed01 Aug 2018 15:28:10 -0500 by Bob Dolin 
From https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16261, 
suggest that we Add component 51959-5  Range(s) of DNA sequence examined to the Computable 
Genetic Finding profile. This would allow us, for instance, to specify the exact location for a haplotype or 
genotype call." 
Submitted on Wed01 Aug 2018 16:39:19 -0500 by Kevin Power 
Related to the following tracker: 
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763 

Disposition Persuasive with above mod 

 
● Zulip discussion 

We have basically two proposals on the table: 

● Profile Observation (Regions-Studied) with components[] to define what was tested 
○ Regions-Studied would “hang off” the report 
○ Several codes mentioned in the Zulip, Bob D will put together a profile proposal 

● Profile Device (Genetics-Assay) with extensions to define what was tested 
○ Sub-optimal as many kits can be used for multiple tests 

Reactions? Preferences? I lean towards profiling Observation. 

 
(f) - seq + obs 

● Current functionality comparison sheet 
○ Need to have a picture of where one resource should be used vs the other 

■ In particular where there is overlap 
 
Will discuss next week 
 
 
 
Chat History: 
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Bret Heale 11:09AM 
something like https://libguides.nvcc.edu/c.php?g=361218&p=2439383 for evidence levels? Or 
are we looking at something from the ACMG 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:37AM 
https://www.mayomedicallaboratories.com/test-updates/attachment.php?id=47964 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:38AM 
are you referring to the Classification such as in this report as to whether the findings are 
pathogenic? 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:42AM 
Similar example from ARUP: 
http://ltd.aruplab.com/Tests/DownloadReport/2011954%2C%20Positive.pdf 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:43AM 
at end of Mayo report, "All detected alterations are evaluated according to ACMG 
recommendations (Genet Med 2008:10(4):294−300). Variants are classified based on known, 
predicted, or possible pathogenicity and reported with interpretive comments detailing their 
potential or known significance 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:48AM 
http://www.archivesofpathology.org/doi/pdf/10.5858/arpa.2014-0250-CP?code=coap-site 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:49AM 
This includes a section on NGS referral testing Bret described and the accreditation aspects 
for reference.... 
 
Andrea Pitkus 11:52AM 
"For inherited diseases, the most commonly applied classication is divided into 5 categories: 
(1) pathogenic, (2) likely pathogenic, (3) uncertain clinical signicance, (4) likely benign, and (5) 
benign" 
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a. commenters Clem, Amnon, Bob M, Scott Robertson 
4. What was looked at? 

 
 
Tracker 16686 

Summary Clarification needed on virus/bacteria sample - 2018-May Genomics #2, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html 

Resolution 
Notes Persuasive with mod - some parts are in scope, should clarify 

Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Genetic reporting involves reporting information about the genetic characteristics of a 
sample. The sample might be a tissue sample from a human, an animal or, more rarely, a bacteria or 
virus. In humans and animals, the sample might be from "normal" tissue, transplanted tissue, reproductive 
tissue (egg or sperm) or abnormal tissue such as a tumor. 
--- 
Comment: 
Should clarify that the sample could be a virus or bacteria but then it will usually be identified as an 
Isolate.  Genetic-basic organism reports rarely need this kind of sophisticated reporting, and are usually 
reported as its susceptibility to an antibacterial/antiviral agent. So don't need to use a full mutation 
analysis. 
--- 
Summary: 
Clarification needed on virus/bacteria sample 

Follow-ups 

Mon, 30 Jul 2018 
By Liz Amos: From Clem McDonald: The text says: "Genetic reporting involves information about the 
genetic characteristics of a sample. The same might be a tissue sample from a human or an animal or 
more rarely from a bacteria or a virus." I suggest striking 'bacteria or virus' from the text because a) it was 
excluded from the scope b) our model and wording does not fit well with the genetics of these creatures 
(circular DNA) and the reporting styles for different viruses can be quite different c) we have to be specific 
about reporting their susceptibility to drugs d) labs now report these things as simple test results with one 
code so there is no urgency to accommodate them at this time. 

Disposition  
 
Tracker 16513 

Summary need glossary, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/background.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Persuasive -  
Will have to reconcile before publishing 
what’s the roadmap here? 
 
-”variant/haplotype/genotype” definition compare with VMC & SO 
-solidify definitions in profiles themselves 
-should have clear statements of how ours differ 
 
-Google Doc tracking progress on this in the works by the IM, will likely need a CG-specific version 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16686
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/background.html
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http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/background.html


Use SO/VMC as starting point -  

Details 
I think we need a glossary of genetic terms that we either point to or include in this IG, and other 
workgroup products. I think Clem developed one for V2, we should take another look at it. 
Perhaps modeling group has one we should use. 

 
TOPIC 3: Trackers near resolution for block vote-  

commenters Clem, Amnon, Bob M, Scott Robertson 
Tracker 16325 

Summary 'haplotype' in medical genetics, 

Links N/A 

Resolution 
Notes 

Consider Question Answered: 
The diagrams indicate it is an optional part of the model.  As we refine this IG, we can try to make it 
more MD friendly, but IGs are typically targeted at implementers. 

 
Tracker 16866 

Summary Overall comments on Appendix B - 2018-May Genomics #54, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/cgapps.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Proposed resolution: 
1) Add a disclaimer that the apps referenced here may not use this IG but are instead included as 
reference and examples. 
DISCLAIMER: The Clinical Genomics Working Group was not involved in the design or 
development of these apps, and makes no claim they are compatible with this Implementation 
Guide nor any specific version of FHIR.  They are included here for reference and examples. 
2) Fix links 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26198304 under Fig. 1 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27018265 under Fig. 5 

 
Tracker 16489 -Bob withdrawing 

Summary 'Genomic Alelle start-end' should use 'start' and 'end' instead of 'low' and 'high', 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-described-variant.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not Persuasive: 
The Range data type in FHIR is a generic data type and uses the terms "low" and "high" 
The component name refers to 'start' and 'end', which should help clarify 
See other feedback from NCBI via Clem in the Follow-ups section. 

 
Tracker 16793 

Summary Discussion needed on change from display names on 84414-2 - 2018-May Genomics #32, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Not Persuasive 
This can remain as a CodeableConcept - We will not dictate specific code systems to use at this 
time 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16325
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16866
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/cgapps.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16489
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-described-variant.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16793
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


 
Tracker 16789 

Summary Discussion needed on change from display names on 84413-4 - 2018-May Genomics #31, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Change datatype of value from valueCodeableConcept to valueString.  See comments for 
discussion. 

Details 

  
Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Existing Wording: Figure 5: Genotype 84413-4 
Proposed Wording: Genotype Display Name 84413-4 
--- 
Comment: 
I understand why you want to shorten, but the change could mislead. These are not solid codes for 
genotype or haplotype. Would like to find a way to link from the figure (or content below them) to the 
LOINC code, description and answer list. Have linked to the answer list in the change document but these 
early tables are a bit more digestable. Lets talk. 
--- 
Summary: 
Discussion needed on change from display names on 84413-4 

 
Tracker 16871 

Summary Specialization for somatic variant might not be necessary - 2018-May Genomics #56, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html 

Resolution 
Notes Not Persuasive 

 
Tracker 16938 

Summary knowledge representation - 2018-May Genomics #78, 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes Considered for Future Use 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16789
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
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Details 

  
Submitted by: Amnon Shabo  (Philips) 
Existing Wording: At present, impacts are noted as explicit observations about the patient/subject. 
However, it's not clear this is the correct approach. The work group is evaluating introducing a new 
resource that allows conveying "knowledge" about a variant in a patient-independent way. This would allow 
saying "this variant is associated with an increase risk of cardiovascular disease" rather than "based on 
this variant, the patient is at an increased risk of cardiovascular disease", which isn't necessarily a 
determination the reporting organization may wish to assert. Feedback is welcome. 
--- 
Comment: 
This is an area we�ve discussed in the course of developing the CG v3 specs. Consider for example the 
information included in a paper curated in the following OMIM Entry:  
  
�Despite the dramatic responses to EGFR inhibitors in patients with non-small cell lung cancer, most 
patients ultimately have a relapse. {12:Kobayashi et al. (2005)} reported a patient with EGFR-mutant, 
Gefitinib-responsive, advanced non-small cell lung cancer who had a relapse after 2 years of complete 
remission during treatment with Gefitinib. The DNA sequence of the EGFR gene in his tumor biopsy 
specimen at relapse revealed the presence of a second mutation ({131550.0006}). Structural modeling and 
biochemical studies showed that this second mutation led to the Gefitinib resistance.� 
  
At the time when the �second mutation� was revealed, there�s a basis to assert that the first mutation 
led to the situation of the patient being Gefitinib-responsive. At this point in time, what should be the nature 
of the association of the first versus the second mutation to the responsiveness to Gefitinib? I would argue 
the first association is sort of retrospective and can be asserted with more certainty to that specific patient, 
while the second association could be seen as linking to knowledge. 
  
These issues should be discussed in a broader sense, that is, broader than genetic testing scenarios, 
rather - the future state of a longitudinal health record of the patient where we expect the �dots to be 
connected� as much as possible, surfacing up insights from a broader perspective along the various 
dimensions of time, content and types of data. 
--- 
Summary: 
knowledge representation 

 
TOPIC 4: What was looked at? 
 
Tracker 15889 

Summary Properties needed for range examined and human reference sequence assembly 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/ 

Resolution 
Notes 

Add component 51959-5  Range(s) of DNA sequence examined to the Computable Genetic Finding 
profile. This would allow us, for instance, to specify the exact location for a haplotype or genotype call." 

Details 
Lloyd: In v2 we had 2 properties that appeared on both simple and complex variants that aren't exposed in 
the new model: Range examined: 51959-5 & Human reference sequence assembly version: 62374-4. Are 
they needed? If so, where should they go? 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=15889&start=0
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/


Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:35:55 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #158 - A-Q 
 
Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 
Submitted on Wed01 Aug 2018 15:28:10 -0500 by Bob Dolin 
From https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16261, 
suggest that we Add component 51959-5  Range(s) of DNA sequence examined to the Computable 
Genetic Finding profile. This would allow us, for instance, to specify the exact location for a haplotype or 
genotype call." 
Submitted on Wed01 Aug 2018 16:39:19 -0500 by Kevin Power 
Related to the following tracker: 
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763 

Disposition Persuasive with above mod 

 
Tracker 16258 

Summary Need to address "what was looked at" 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes See 15889 will be withdrawn resolved with it 

Details Need to address "what was looked at" before finalizing the IG. 

Follow-ups 
Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:25:58 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #109 - NEG 
Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 

Disposition Persuasive 

 
Tracker 16763 (Negative) 

Summary Comment to disagree that all things examined within range have to be represented in each variant - 
2018-May Genomics #24 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes See 15889 

Details 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine) 
Comment: 
Disagree with the idea that all of the things looked for have to be represented in each variant. First, there 
is a way to enumerate each variant and as present or absent in V2don't know if is carried into FHIR. 
Regardless, the negatives do not usually apply to a named variant. Those are the things found and by 
implication positive. The need to know what was looked for only applies to what was not found. Doesn't 
help to apply that to all of the things that were found (in my opinion). It is a container thing (the whole 
report). Further, the test name is sometimes all you will get (e.g Exon 5 gene X). The details about actual 
ranges looked at are often proprietary. 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16261
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763
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https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763&start=0
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16763&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html


Follow-ups 

Submitted on Tue05 Jun 2018 14:12:56 -0500 by Lloyd McKenzie 
Consider capturing "We looked at X, found nothing"We looked at Y, found something - supported by Y.1, 
Y.2, Y.3 variants 
Submitted on Mon, 30 Jul 2018 12:58:46 -0500 by Liz Amos, From Clem: Am responding to the box in 
middle of figure that raises a future issue of how to specify the region that was really examined. The 
statement in that box just raised an issue. It did not take a specific position. I don't think there is a good or 
practical way to say something about all possible negatives except by saying in general what set of 
variants were tested by probes or what range of DNA was examined as an overall part of the report--the 
way it is done in all conventional reports. (There is one way, however, to assert something about each 
probe tested for, but won't go into it here). 

Disposition Persuasive with mod? 

 
Discussion 

Standing call currently dealing with some negative information: (next is Wednesday Aug 
15th 4pm ET) -- Patient Care WG -- Negation Requirements 
 

Patrick: 
Would prefer to have methods to prefer negatives as well as positives, but 

indication of what/where was looked at  
 

Bob D 
Defining the panel will provide a BAM file which should have information of which 

regions were studied and what was callable, but they are very large files. Overlaps with quality 
issues  

Bob M 
What was targeted/what are we looking for is in the panel, is one aspect here, 
Evidence that we got what we got is more about the interrogated region, may 

differ 
 
Gil 

Should we post a question out to the patient group for this or is there a good 
liaison? 
 

Bob D 
Will provide an example of the BAM/BED files, but will still want to compare it 

with sequence.quality 
 

Gil  
Good candidate for further discussion offline and have it brought up again either 

next week or after 
 

Bob D 
Bob F is also working on related information modelling issues  

 



Bob F 
Rather than waiting on IM it may be best we deal with the trackers here internally 

and consider it again at the september WGM 
 

Bob D 
We could allow the sequence resource to also denote ordinally which regions are 

of sufficient quality. 
 
Next Steps 

Proposal: 
Add component 51959-5  Range(s) of DNA sequence examined to the Computable Genetic Finding profile. 

Cardinality of this component should be  0..*, to address 16763 and cover the disconnected cases 
 

This covers 15889, 16258 and 16763 all as persuasive with mod, but the mod needs to be 
finalized, either something along these lines, or an addition to sequence.quality, or both 
 
Chat History 

○ Andrea Pitkus 11:06AM concur isolate is most common bacteria specimen for 
analysis 

○ Bret Heale 11:10AM I thought we worked with the Sequence ontology terms to 
provide these definitions? 

○ Bret Heale 11:15A wonder if the modeling subgroup should be tasked with the 
definitions 

○ Joel Schneider 11:16AM but it's a FHIR implementation guide 
○ Patrick 11:26AM what about filtering the tracker items: any opened; neg-major; 

clinical genomics WG 
○ Bret Heale 11:31AM Thanks! glad you found it. 
○ Bret Heale 1:43AM agreed 
○ Bret Heale 11:53AM agree with Bob M that we can address the concern with 

cardinality 
○ Bret Heale 11:54AM but with the presence of the component with a 0...1 

cardinality it makes it easier for a Hospital system to request it in the future 
○ Patrick 11:55AM we need * as the range could be discontinue 
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Agenda: 
5. Trackers in Group G 

a. Variant Grouping - Naming proposal  - comments/refinements made to proposal 
6. Described Variant profile - done! (withdrew) 
7. Secondary Findings proposal - briefly discussed 

 

Discussion: 
Topic 1: 

proposal for changes to better support "Variant Grouping" - Kevin 
a. Current Sequence Configuration is very awkward to declare more than 2 items 

cis 
i. HLA will typically have 4 sequences with varying informations of cis 

e.g,Change cardinality to 0..*, add caution re: indicating 3+ as trans 
ii. Make Sequence a valid target 

1. Lloyd: Need to comment that we are not married to Sequence, we 
may later decide to use a different resource/profile 
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iii. Remove Haplotype profile as valid target 
1. Need to determine if there is practical need to declare cis 

haplotypes 
b. Change sequence configuration method cardinality to 0..* 

i. Lloyd: since observation.method has cardinality 0..1, any profile over 
observation that uses method can not extend the cardinality, will have to 
leave at 0..1 

ii. Clem: an answer that represents using multiple methods would be ideal, 
will have to consider in the future 

c. Remove allelic phase component and allelic phase basis component from 
describedVariant 

d. Rename sequence configuration to sequence phase relation 
Patrick- the term "sequence configuration" seems very odd to me. Maybe this is a being non 
native speaker or not being a genomics specialist problem… perhaps “sequence phase 
relation”? 

 
Kevin will reconcile this comments into the proposal 

 
 

Alternative later approach, if this proposal does not go well in practice: --Allow non-variant 
sequence segments to be declared cis by the Haplotype tool, similar to VMC definitions 
 
Topic 2: core extension - secondary findings 
Reasonable for a concept to encapsulate the need to report findings that were not specifically 
asked for clinically, with particular application to WGS, but does it merit a full extension to the 
core or is it CG-specific? 
 
Andrea: there is precedent for this following a general “do no harm” policy, and not just in the 
USA 
 
Chat: 
Bret Heale 11:52AM 

● composing Sequences 
Bret Heale 11:57AM 

● right, fed regulations would be non-binding outside us 
Bret Heale 11:58AM 

● wild west, eh? 
Bret Heale 12:02PM 

● The conceptual construct of incidental and secondary findings are not us specific but 
that there is a specific FED regulation to refer to, would be 

 
Tracker 16512 



Summary Sequence Configuration cardinality 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;quot;&amp;gt;http://hl7.
org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;lt;/a&amp;gt; 

Resolution 
Notes 

See proposal - broaden sequence configuration to focus 0-* sequences, absorb allelic phase and 
allelic phase basis from describedVariant 

Details 

Sequence Configuration has a obs-focus with a cardinality of 2..2. I assume this for the case when trans is 
value. But if the value is cisthen the cardinality could be 2..* 
Not sure how, but It would be nice to be able to do this. Then I could effectively have a set of sequences in 
a phase-set. 
Practically speaking, I think most labs report if they have evidence of sequences being cis, but not for 
trans. Evidence for trans is usually inferred from lack of evidence them being in cis. 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat, 12 May 2018 17:22:31 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #93 - A-S 
 
Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor Program) 

Disposition Persuasive with mod 

 
Tracker 16496 

Summary phase set of sequences (not variants) 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

See proposal - broaden sequence configuration to focus 0-* sequences, absorb allelic phase and 
allelic phase basis from describedVariant 

Details 

http://www.hl7.org/fhir/2018May/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.html easily describes how a set 
of sequences (not necessarily variants) can be grouped according to being in chromosomal phase with 
one another (cison the same molecule). This is useful for my use case. 
I don't see how this can be done in the current IG. 
allele-phase in described variant doesn't do it as far as I can tell. If it canI need to see an example. 
Calling the phase-set a haplotype of sequences is technically correct, but seems awkward, especially 
since our domain talks about haplotypes in a whole gene level (eg describing whether two gene level 
alleles are on the same molecule. Is it possible to describe haplotypes of haplotypes? 
In the end, I need to see examples of this. 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:21:30 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #87 - NEG 
 
Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor Program) 

Disposition Persuasive with mod 

 
Tracker 15885 

Summary Should consider how the PhaseSet match to the IG strucuture 

Links http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting 

Resolution 
Notes 

See proposal - broaden sequence configuration to focus 0-* sequences, absorb allelic phase and 
allelic phase basis from describedVariant 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16512&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;quot;&amp;gt;http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;lt;/a&amp;gt;
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;quot;&amp;gt;http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config.html&amp;lt;/a&amp;gt;
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16496&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/index.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=15885&start=0


Details 

The elements in the Observation-geneticsPhaseSet are different from the Allele Phase information the IG 
currently have. Need to think about if it should be a part of elements in Haplotype (it seems to be similar 
with Haplotype feature). May need a clear documentation about how to use the phaseSet element and 
the LOINC Allele Phase in the IG. 
Fan: 
Move the Phaseset to HaploType. And is it suitable for deleting PhaseSet IDwhich is no mapping to 
coding system (LOINC) and unuseful 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:35:44 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #157 - A-S 
 
Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition Persuasive with mod 

 
 
 
Tracker 16173 

Summary Clarify usage of Genotype/Haplotype/SequenceConfiguration or remove for now 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

Details 

The Genotype/Haplotype/Sequence Configuration profiles involve groupings for various purposes.  I do 
not believe our documentation for these is clear enough to ensure consistent usage.  As an example - 
Sequence Configuration has basically no documentation in the IG. 
While these concepts are important, I am concerned that we do not have enough consensus to represent 
in our first draft of this IG.  We need to either remove them for now or spend time creating additional 
documentation in order to be very clear how each should be used.  As a starting point, does everyone feel 
that the usage of Genotype/Haplotype in the PGx example is correct? 
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html#examples 
It is also used in HLA examples. http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/transplants.html 
I am concerned that Genotype/Haplotype are not being used consistently even in our own initial examples. 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:32:46 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #141 - NEG 
 
Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 

Disposition  

 
Tracker 16105 - (retracted by kevin) 

Summary Need to include discussion of relationship to VMC 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/index.html 

Resolution 
Notes N/A 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16173&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html#examples
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/transplants.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16105&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/index.html


Details 

The IG should include a section on how it relates to the VMC. Some initial thoughts: 
* Terminology that maps and that doesn't map directly. 
* How to utilize VMC id's 
* Can we support a VMC bundle in some way?  Not sure. 
  
-- Wanted to note that I repurposed this Tracker.  My original issue is NOT an issue. 

Follow-ups 

Submitted on Tue01 May 2018 08:32:36 -0500 by Kevin Power 
cerkyp - My apologiesI found this: 
 
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/conversion.html 
 
  
Submitted on Sat12 May 2018 17:31:21 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #132 - A-S 
 
Submitted by: KEVIN POWER  (CERNER) 
Submitted on Sun13 May 2018 16:40:03 -0500 by Gil Alterovitz 
Same with other common ontologies like GO/SO/SNOMEDetc. 

 
Topic 3  

Secondary Findings proposal -Kevin 
 
 
Chat records: 

○ Bret Heale 11:24 AM not meaning to be rude, but a transcript is not the same as 
cDNA 

○ Bret Heale 11:24 AM a transcript is composed of RNA 
○ Bret Heale 11:25AM yeah, its reported as DNA 
○ Bret Heale 11:39AM if you go general it loses utility 

Bret Heale 11:40 AM also, if multiple which has more weight? 
○ Bret Heale 11:40AM to bad LOINC doesn't have a syntax for combining answer 

codes.... 
○ Andrea Pitkus 11:45AM each observation obtained should list the method by 

which it was obtained. so you wouldn't want to combine as you wouldn't know 
which result is obtained by which method, unless the proposal Llloyd mentioned 
with a combined method produces a single result 

○ Bret Heale 11:50AM direct observation is a very clear option 
○ Patrick 11:50AM the term "sequence configuration" seems very odd to me. 

Maybe this is a being non native speaker or not being a genomics specialist 
problem 

○ Bret Heale 11:52AM composing Sequences 
 

○ Bret Heale 11:57AM right, fed regulations would be non-binding outside us 
○ Bret Heale 11:58AM wild west, eh? 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=15823&start=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10BdwflZG2AXEj0WcMVIXQ-aIK-R4H7JaTLPQlQn98is/edit#


○ Bret Heale 12:02PM The conceptual construct of incidental and secondary 
findings are not us specific but that there is a specific FED regulation to refer to, 
would 
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Discussion: 
Topic 1: 
Tracker 16501 - Need resolution by Aug 5 (see also 16503) 

Summary Sequence as definitional? 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/2018May/sequence.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Proposal: 
Leave current description on the Sequence resource to pose the question and defer discussion 
until future ballot. 
Also - We should highlight the fact that Sequence currently supports sharing information that 
duplicates what's in the Observation-based profile and note an intention to constrain things in the 
future to ensure that there's only one way for that data to be shared. 
http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html 

Details 

There's a question of whether Sequence should be a definitional resource. I understand this to mean that 
Sequence would refer to a nucleotide or protein sequence, but not necessarily be tied to a particular 
Specimen or Patient. This is attractive in that it could be reused, and it's reuse could be a subject of 
analysis (eg., how many Patients have Observations that point to a particular Sequence. While attractive, 
I'm having a hard time figuring out how to implement such a system. How do go about finding out if a 
Sequence already exists in the FHIR server and whether I should I reuse it? What if the sequence I 
observed it a sub-sequence of an existing Sequence resource? or if it is an extension of it by only a couple 
of nucleotides? Seems like it would be better if this was left to the research systems hosting this 
information. If we are going to change Sequence to be definitional, then we also need to develop guidance 
and example workflows in its use. Or perhaps have both SequenceDefinition which may be reused in 
Sequence instances for observed sequences? 

Follow-ups Submitted on Sat, 12 May 2018 16:56:40 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #62 - A-C Submitted by: Bob Milius  (National Marrow Donor) 

Disposition  
Persuasive with mod - rework the comment on sequence resource (remove “definitional”) 

  

Tracker 16252 

Summary Disagree with converting Sequence to a definitional-only Resource... 

Disposition Persuasive 

 
Tracker 16267 (see also 16506) 

Summary Opposed to referencing a new Definitional Sequence profile 

Links http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/sequence.html 

Resolution 
Notes 

Proposal: 
Remove Definitional Sequence profile from IG until more detailed design considerations can be 
documented. 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequence.html 

Details 
We've yet to discuss treating Sequence as a definitional-only resource, and it will require moving some 
attributes that may otherwise be necessary. So for now, we need to continue to reference the STU4 
Sequence resource. 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16501&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/2018May/sequence.html
http://build.fhir.org/sequence.html
https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_item_id=16267&start=0
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/sequence.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequence.html


Follow-ups 

Submitted on Sat, 12 May 2018 17:27:50 -0500 by FHIR Bot 
Vote: #118 - NEG 
Submitted by: Bob Dolin  (Elimu Informatics) 
Submitted on Wed, 06 Jun 2018 10:57:24 -0500 by Kevin Power 
Discussed during June 5 call.  No conclusions, but Bret Heale will spend some time doing a mapping 
exercise to evaluate what we would need to change to make it definitional. 

Disposition Persuasive with mod - replace with link to the sequence resource 

 
Next steps: 

1. Re-work the comment on the Resource Sequence to better outline the difference 
between Sequence and Observation (Bob D proposing) 

2. R4 FHIR core needs to be reconciled Aug 5, sequence resource (tracker 16501) 
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Agenda: 
12.Discussion from Orders & Observations - secondary findings 

a. Relevant tracker - Need a way to distinguish solicited and unsolicited observations  
b. https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2016190 

i. Recommendations for reporting of secondary findings in clinical exome 
and genome sequencing 

c. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/docs/acmg/ 
13.Ballot discussion - “Variant Grouping 

a. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html#findings 
b. http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html (see 

ComplexVariant) 
c. Trackers (9 in group “G”) 

 
 

Discussion: 
Topic 1: 

● (Eric Haas): 
○ Why is it important to know if is an incidental finding or not?  Does that 

change the outcome or interpretation?  there was some leaning to 
supporting the extension which I proposed as a boolean.  but others 
indicated a preference for a code which would require a volunteer to 
propose a code set complete with definition and code system. 

● (Kevin) 
○ Informed consent is necessary, and reporting of secondary findings 

should be optional.”4 
○ So, either someone has to tell the Lab “don’t send incidental findings for 

this patient” and the lab knows to not send them.  Or the receiving system 

mailto:grant.wood@imail.org
mailto:apitkus@gmail.com
mailto:genptashek@gmail.com
mailto:freimuth.robert@mayo.edu
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https://www.nature.com/articles/gim2016190#ref4


has to receive them, know they are incidental, and not share in some 
cases. 

○ E.g., ACMG v1/v2 
○ Proposed extension “secondary finding” 

● Bob F 
○ It’s reasonable there may be multiple reasons, Mayo labs may have 

started this 
○ ACMG ~52 + genes, findings from later versions of ACMG may need to be 

treated differently. 
● Arthur 

○ Especially since it’s a non-required field the option is likely useful 
● Andrea 

○ Often expressed in a narrative sentence 
● Dorina 

○ In translational research, have exploratory phase then confirmatory, 
markers found in confirmatory may be marked secondary 

● Kevin 
○ May have to consider that later, focusing on clinician use case, question is 

of scope, “secondary finding” (optional) vs “reason for sharing” (prefered 
per variant) 

● Andrea 
○ Should there be a specific resource for ACMG and another that is more 

generic? 
● Lloyd 

○ Are the ACMG recommendations US-specific? 
○ I.e. is it meaningful/relevant in Germany/China etc? May force being more 

generic 
● Kevin 

○ ACMG is just one code proposed code system that could be used 
● Andrea 

○ From a clinician perspective, it is voluntary. If patient doesn’t consent it 
stays in the lab 

● Kevin 
○ There does seem to be interest in the community to categorize things in 

this way: 
■ “Secondary finding”, with a code for explaining the nature of 

reporting it, particularly catering to the ACMG use case but not 
restricting to it 

■ Let’s look for ACMG-like examples from outside the US 



● Dora Finkeisen 11:40AM 
not sure at the moment for Germany - more generic may be better 

● Lloyd 
○ Create as a code, was it included because requested/pathogenic/other 

reason 
○ OR as a codeableconcept (e.g., ACMG) 

●  
 
Topic 2: Trackers (9 in group “G”) 

➢ Are there redundancies in variant grouping that we can eliminate? 
➢ Are there capabilities that go above and beyond what we need (at this point)? 
➢ Are we adequately addressing key use cases? 
➢ Are our definitions of variant/haplotype/genotype sufficient? 

Previous proposed changes: 
1. Expand Sequence Configuration to focus on * sequences when declaring a value 

of cis rather than always 2, Remove link to variant resource 
a. Need to ensure aren’t asserting 3+ sequences as trans 

2. Allow “haplotypes of haplotypes” 
3. Remove extra structures (this fails Bob M’s use case) 

 
● Bob M, Bob F and Lloyd will talk this week in person @ hackathon about the naming 

issues 
 

Next Steps: 
 

● Kevin 
○ I’ll take a shot at “secondary finding” extension based off of the discussion 

today and share it with the group. 
○ https://docs.google.com/document/d/10BdwflZG2AXEj0WcMVIXQ-aIK-R4

H7JaTLPQlQn98is/edit#heading=h.pmlg6i9o8epo 
○  

● Bob M, Bob F and Lloyd will talk this week in person @ hackathon about the naming 
issues 

 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemBrowse&tracker_id=677&querynav=%2Fgf%2Fproject%2Ffhir%2Ftracker%2F%3Faction%3DTrackerItemBrowse%26tracker_id%3D677%26forget_query%3D1&quickquery=1&tracker_item_id=&summary=&submitted_by=&priority=&assigned_to=&extra_field%5B4214%5D=&extra_field%5B4215%5D=&extra_field%5B4060%5D=&extra_field%5B3631%5D=&extra_field%5B3807%5D=&extra_field%5B3808%5D=&extra_field%5B3628%5D=13106&extra_field%5B3626%5D=&extra_field%5B4065%5D=&extra_field%5B4092%5D=&extra_field%5B4063%5D=15770&extra_field%5B4062%5D=&extra_field%5B2415%5D=&extra_field%5B4252%5D=&extra_field%5B3633%5D=&extra_field%5B3969%5D=&extra_field%5B4069%5D=&extra_field%5B4066%5D=&extra_field%5B4071%5D=&extra_field%5B3632%5D=&sortcol=last_modified_date&sortord=DESC
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10BdwflZG2AXEj0WcMVIXQ-aIK-R4H7JaTLPQlQn98is/edit#heading=h.pmlg6i9o8epo
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10BdwflZG2AXEj0WcMVIXQ-aIK-R4H7JaTLPQlQn98is/edit#heading=h.pmlg6i9o8epo
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10.  Jamie Parker - Carradora Health - jamie.parker@carrador.com  
11.  Bret Heale - Intermountain Healthcare - bheale@gmail.com  
12. Clem McDonald - NLM - clemmcdonald@nlm.nih.gov  
13. Ning Xie - BCH - ningxie2018@gmail.com 
14. Bob Freimuth - Mayo Clinic - freimuth.robert@mayo.edu 
15. Andrea Pitkus    Apitkus@gmail.com 
16.  

Agenda: 
1. Continue Sequence / Variant as a definitional resource, (continued from discussion on 

6/26 and 7/10) http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequence.html 
2. Ballot discussion - “Variant Grouping” 

http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/general.html#findings 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/genomics-reporting/sequencing.html (see ComplexVariant) 
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Discussion: 
Topic 1: Sequence/Variant as a definitional resource Thread (discussion skipped today) 
Kevin P- 

We have no notion of “primary” or “canonical” or “local”.  We have defined a component 
called “variation-code” (LOINC 81252-9), and we created “dnSNP-ID” (LOINC 81255-2) 
as its own due to concerns that it should not be treated the same as codes from systems 
like ClinVar and COSMIC since it only indicates position, not the actual change. 
 
Do we need something different or are we OK with what we have? 
 
Brett Heale will spend some time doing a mapping exercise to evaluate what we would 
need to change to make it definitional. 
 
 

 

ID Summary Details Disposition 

16501 Sequence 

as 

definitional

? 

 

-Bob 
Milius 
 
 
A-C 

There's a question of whether Sequence should be a definitional resource. I 
understand this to mean that Sequence would refer to a nucleotide or protein 
sequence, but not necessarily be tied to a particular Specimen or Patient. This is 
attractive in that it could be reused, and it's reuse could be a subject of analysis 
(eg., how many Patients have Observations that point to a particular Sequence.  
 
While attractive, I'm having a hard time figuring out how to implement such a 
system. How to go about finding out if a Sequence already exists in the FHIR 
server and whether I should I reuse it? What if the sequence I observed is a 
subsequence of an existing Sequence resource? or if it is an extension of it by 
only a couple of nucleotides?  
 
Seems like it would be better if this was left to the research systems hosting this 
information. If we are going to change Sequence to be definitional, then we also 
need to develop guidance and example workflows in its use. Or perhaps have 
both SequenceDefinition which may be reused in Sequence instances for 
observed sequences? 

 

16267 Opposed 

to 

referencin

g a new 

Definitiona

l Sequence 

profile 
 
-Bob 
Dolin 
 

http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/sequence.html 
We've yet to discuss treating Sequence as a definitional-only resource, and it will 
require moving some attributes that may otherwise be necessary. So for now, we 
need to continue to reference the STU4 Sequence resource. 
 
It will require moving some attributes that may otherwise be necessary. So for 
now, we need to continue to reference the STU4 Sequence resource. 
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NEG 

16506 Definitiona

l Sequence 

elements 
 
-Bob 
Milius 
NEG 

shows only using genomeBuild within referenceSeq. This will also need virtually 
all other elements with referenceSeq, such as referenceSeqId, windowStart, 
windowEnd, etc 
 
It's clear that this is just a draft and needs much more work and must be clearly 
marked as such. 

 

 
Topic 2: “Variant Grouping” thread from 6-20 
Bob D- 
A summary of grouping capabilities: 

● Grouping describedVariants: 
○ describedVariant allelic Phase (LOINC Answer List LL4025-4) 
○ describedVariant allelic State (e.g. heterozygous, homozygous) 
○ SequenceConfiguration can assert Cis/Trans between 2 haplotypes, between 2 

variants, between a haplotype and a variant 
○ (Sequence resource) all variants within one Sequence resource can be 

considered cis 
● Grouping complex variants: 

○ complexVariant hasMember 0..* describedVariant 
○ complexVariant Type (Answer list: Compound heterozygous | Double 

heterozygous | Haplotype | Hemizygous) 
○ SequenceConfiguration can assert Cis/Trans between 2 haplotypes, between 2 

variants, between a haplotype and a variant 
● Grouping haplotypes: 

○ haplotype derivedFrom 0..* variant 
○ SequenceConfiguration can assert Cis/Trans between 2 haplotypes, between 2 

variants, between a haplotype and a variant 
● Grouping genotypes: 

○ genotype derivedFrom 0..* haplotype 
 

➢ Are there redundancies in variant grouping that we can eliminate? 
➢ Are there capabilities that go above and beyond what we need (at this point)? 
➢ Are we adequately addressing key use cases? 
➢ Are our definitions of variant/haplotype/genotype sufficient? 

 
Kevin Power - we need clearer definitions and examples of how we expect these 
profiles/components to be used for modeling these concepts (especially 
SequenceConfiguration) 

 

ID Summary Details Disposition 
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16173 Clarify 
usage of 
Genotype 
/Haplotype/ 
SequenceCo
nfiguration 
or remove 
for now 
 
NEG 

The Genotype/Haplotype/Sequence Configuration profiles involve groupings for 
various purposes.  I do not believe our documentation for these is clear enough 
to ensure consistent usage.  As an example - Sequence Configuration has 
basically no documentation in the IG.  While these concepts are important, I am 
concerned that we do not have enough consensus to represent in our first draft 
of this IG.  We need to either remove them for now or spend time creating 
additional documentation in order to be very clear how each should be used. 
As a starting point, does everyone feel that the usage of Genotype/Haplotype in 
the PGx example is correct? 
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html#examples  It 
is also used in HLA examples. 
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/transplants.html  I am concerned that 
Genotype/Haplotype are not being used consistently even in our own initial 
examples. 

 

16808 Complex 
variants 
distinguish 
cis from 
trans - 
2018-May 
Genomics 
#36 
 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine)  Existing 
Wording: Figure 5: Cis or Trans  ---  Comment:  Unclear - I don't recall 
discussion plus the complex variants distinguish this (I think) 
 
Postponed from July 10 

 

16789 Discussion 
needed on 
change from 
display 
names on 
84413-4 
2018-May 
Genomics 
#31 
 
 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine)  Existing 
Wording: Figure 5: Genotype 84413-4  Proposed Wording: Genotype Display 
Name 84413-4  ---  
 
Comment:  I understand why you want to shorten, but the change could 
mislead. These are not solid codes for genotype or haplotype. Would like to 
find a way to link from the figure (or content below them) to the LOINC code, 
description and answer list. Have linked to the answer list in the change 
document but these early tables are a bit more digestible. Lets talk.  --- 
Summary:  

need to confirm 
consistency 

16793 Discussion 
needed on 
change from 
display 
names on 
84414-2 - 
2018-May 
Genomics 
#32 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine)  Existing 
Wording: Figure 5: Haplotype 84414-2  Proposed Wording: Haplotype Name 
84414-2  ---  Comment:  Name in V2  --- 
 
Kevin Power- 
Pulled from the Block vote for July 3rd.  Requested follow-up: 
 
What code systems would you suggest for Genotype and Haplotype? We 
would need very broadly applicable systems, not just for certain genes.  @Bob 
Dolin - Can you provide examples? 

need to confirm 
consistency 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_id=677&tracker_item_id=16173
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/pharmacogenomics.html#examples
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http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/general.html#fig5


16496 phase set of 
sequences 
(not 
variants) 
 
-Bob Milius 
 
 
NEG 

http://www.hl7.org/fhir/2018May/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.html 
easily describes how a set of sequences (not necessarily variants) can be 
grouped according to being in chromosomal phase with one another (cis, on 
the same molecule). This is useful for my use case.  I don't see how this can be 
done in the current IG.  allele-phase in described variant doesn't do it as far as I 
can tell. If it can, I need to see an example.  
 
Calling the phase-set a haplotype of sequences is technically correct, but 
seems awkward, especially since our domain talks about haplotypes in a whole 
gene level (eg describing whether two gene level alleles are on the same 
molecule. Is it possible to describe haplotypes of haplotypes?  In the end, I 
need to see examples of this. 

use case 
present 

16325 "haplotype" 
in medical 
genetics 
 
 
A-C 

Input from one of our physician/geneticists, Dr. Leslie Manace.  Unfortunately, I 
do not have a specific url/location/resource to point this comment to.  I believe 
the WG will be able to consider this generally and apply as appropriate. 
Fortunately, Kevin Power was able to provide initial feedback, which I have 
included below.  Dr Manace:   Genetic Assertions - "haplotype" is essentially 
never relevant in medical genetics. This is part of what gives me pause about 
the MD representation in this group.  
 
Kevin Power:  There are use cases in HLA (and even some in 
Pharmacogenomics) where haplotype is relevant.  So, this is another case of 
“when you need haplotype, structure it like this --; but skip it if you don’t need 
it”; 

use cases in 
HLA 

16820 More 
explanation 
needed to 
describe 
genotype 
definition - 
2018-May 
Genomics 
#39 

Submitted by: Clement McDonald  (National Library of Medicine)  Existing 
Wording: Genotypes describe combinations of genetic variations that together 
are associated with a particular phenotype - i.e. a specific physical, behavioral 
or risk-associated difference associated with the organism whose specimen 
was tested.  ---  
 
Comment:  This may not be true. I have understood that the genotype is 
everything you know about the individual genetics including all the normals as 
well as possibly multiple things that might be described as separate 
phenotypes. (Will need the experts to weigh in) 

 

15885 Should 
consider 
how the 
PhaseSet 
match to the 
IG structure 
 
-Kevin P 
A-S 

The elements in the Observation-geneticsPhaseSet are different from the Allele 
Phase information the IG currently have. Need to think about if it should be a 
part of elements in Haplotype (it seems to be similar with Haplotype feature). 
May need a clear documentation about how to use the phaseSet element and 
the LOINC Allele Phase in the IG.  
 

Move the 
Phaseset to 
HaploType. 
And it is 
suitable for 
deleting 
PhaseSet ID, 
which is not 
mapping to 
coding system 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_id=677&tracker_item_id=16496
http://www.hl7.org/fhir/2018May/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.html
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https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_id=677&tracker_item_id=16820
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(LOINC) and 
unuseful -Fan 

16512 Sequence 
Configuratio
n cardinality 
-Bob M 
 
A-S 

Sequence Configuration has a obs-focus with a cardinality of 2..2. I assume 
this for the case when trans is value. But if the value is cis, then the cardinality 
could be 2..*  Not sure how, but It would be nice to be able to do this. Then I 
could effectively have a set of sequences in a phase-set.  Practically speaking, 
I think most labs report if they have evidence of sequences being cis, but not 
for trans. Evidence for trans is usually inferred from lack of evidence them 
being in cis. 
 
 
Change card of sequenceConfiguration to 2..* 
Add comments suggesting trans to 2 
Break linkage to variant 
Could we absorb phase info here? 

 

 
Notes from further Discussion: 
 
Example Reports: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18T4RS0VnrJdLS3k79skbrZ0cYyL1U53t  
 
Bob M's use case--need to assert multiple sequences (not necessarily variants) are in the same 
chromosomal phase: 

1. Expand Sequence Config to focus on * sequences when declaring a value of cis rather 
than always 2 

2. Generalize use of Haplotype to hold this information (would want to be able to construct 
a whole gene level Haplotype from these more general ones) 

3. Add in a separate PhaseSet profile, like this one. 
 

Bob D 
 Something to factor in: 
 Could add in a haplotype phase / haplotype phase basis, like in describedVariant 
 We already have some potential inconsistencies--a haplotype can be derived from 2 variants, 
which could then be asserted to trans 
 
Still want to address redundancies.  

1. Could remove link from seq config to variants altogether. 
2. Nuclear option, in the interest of time... 

 
Chat records: 

https://gforge.hl7.org/gf/project/fhir/tracker/?action=TrackerItemEdit&tracker_id=677&tracker_item_id=16512
http://hl7.org/fhir/uv/genomics-reporting/2018May/obs-sequence-config-definitions.html
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18T4RS0VnrJdLS3k79skbrZ0cYyL1U53t
http://www.hl7.org/fhir/2018May/extension-observation-geneticsphaseset.html


○ Bret Heale 11:13AM thanks. I'm interested in Clem's comment on genotype. I 
think some clarification on my part is needed. 

○ Bret Heale 11:37AM imputation with confidence. inferred from trio 
○ Andrea Pitkus 11:54AM Bob F's question has 2 aspects- 1 is the initial test 

results and the 2nd is the reflex with more info. For 1, results won't be reported 
unless final as reported results are clinically actionable. It may be that additional 
testing is needed before finalizaiton and that would not be sent to MD, but only 
available in lab (in LIS). 

○ Bob 1:55AM +1 to Kevin's proposal 
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Agenda: 
3. Notice for Intent to Ballot - highest priority 

 
Discussion: 
 
1. Universal realm (UV) is defined in HL7 codes as: "Realm code for use of Universal realm or 
context, used in every instance." Goal may be universal, but we need to be careful before 
requiring anything and before declaring anything as universal. 
 
2. Free in terms of cost does not mean 'free' as in the GNU definition based on 'essential 
freedoms' for being considered 'free': https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.en.html There are 
some LOINC, SNOMED, other IP license issues we should be aware of.  Some coding systems 
are free in cost, but not free by this definition.  Others are.  If we choose not 'free' by either or 
both defn., there are a number of options to consider. But, the key is we decide what we want 
after we evaluate, not just because one option presented... Also, whereas most other have used 
existing codes used in labs widely, the definitions and terms in our genomics work were defined 
on our calls. 
 
3. Based on the cardinality, 'coding' field is not required by FHIR for terms that we want to refer 
to within CodeableConcept 'code fields.  And, only 'text' field in 'code' is one that can be unique. 
Thus, FHIR itself does not require LOINC- FHIR lists it as example in the normative ballot.  In 
quickly changing field of genomics, should we require LOINC (or SNOMED or any other) when 
quickly changing? 
 
4. Various coding systems are quickly changing in genomics space. Definitions are changing for 
words with same name (like allele as examples) within same coding system.  Community can 
select ones it wants without being forced to have to use one coding system that they need to 
align too. 
 
5. If we want to pick out certain terms as required, we should carefully define them (and can 
refer to other definitions).  But, requiring a specific system's coding means that we may get 
divergence as that coding system changes on its own- particularly if that coding system is under 
a different organization without transparency in how definitions are made. 
 
6. This is not about LOINC (vs SNOMED, etc.).  One could say a similar thing if we *required* 
SNOMED code transmission (see 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=20170926_US_Realm_SC_Call). 
There is a US Realm community that may be useful to engage as well for thoughts. 

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.en.html


 
7. In FHIR spec, it says: "The Coding data type is used directly when there is certainty that the 
value must be selected directly from one of the available codes, and the list of possible codes is 
agreed to by all participants. This is not usually the case in the context of FHIR - general 
interoperability - so Coding is mostly used in extensions, which are usually intended to be 
defined for a well-controlled context of use." 
 
8. There is a community out there that we could engage to learn more. From the HL7 v2 article 
(Nebraska) published which was sent out by another co-chair in past- it actually used Snomed. 
In GA4GH, I have not seen LOINC used in the meetings/calls that I have been involved with 
relating to genomics.  What have other people seen...? 
 
I have seen sequence ontology (which had been used for definitions), GO, Snomed, etc. in 
genomics.  Each of these, as was pointed out last week on the FHIR call- is an ontology that 
facilitates granularity levels and reasoning engines/semantic inference/web 3.0 via encoded 
relationships- a special feature of genomics which is different from many traditional labs. 
 
Here are brainstorming alternatives that may help on above issues (feel free to add): 
 
1. Keep going on current path of 'requiring.'  Some users, some not active/present on calls, may 
not use the standard.  As was mentioned on the last week's call by presenter, the international 
people on the calls were from LOINC countries: Germany and China.  Is it coincidence that we 
don't get more representation from other countries like UK and others?  Looking at the data, 
there is much genomics in other countries that is simply not represented on call. Not sure if 
chick-egg problem, but it remains with us to take, what are currently silent voices, into account. 
 
2. Limit scope: e.g. make one or more systems required for US realm. This is what LRI did.  This 
addresses some issues- but need to decide if want to pick only one system.  See "Additional 
Detailed" discussion below on other current genomics ontologies/use in US as well. 
 
3. Make it informative (this is what Argonaut profiles did in stu3). 
 
4. Define HL7-based terms/codes (as opposed to LOINC) so deal with the 
licensing/"essential freedoms" (see details below) issue that some may have with LOINC license 
when our terms end up being in an external system that does not support "essential freedoms." 
 
5. Change coding to optional with examples in LOINC, SO, SNOMED, etc. Secure the 
definitions we use for our elements (as riskassessment, other resources have done) for those 
we feel fit as universal.  Let market decide on coding.  Potentially, then realm-specific guides 
separately after universal is done (as others have also done in FHIR). 
 
It is our responsibility to get input from others outside of LOINC-using countries, SNOMED, SO, 
GO, or any specific group to ensure we have a broadly accepted spec.  As an example, one 



input we got from such individuals (from NHS) at previous connectathons, was that they would 
not be satisfied with anything that *requires* certain systems (giving same reason that SNOMED 
is currently limited to US Realm in others:). 
 
As said on call today longterm of universal and stu to norm track may work- but need to 
consider about points on path... 
 
Additional Details: 
 
The issue this involves is coding.  Right now, FHIR observation lists LOINC as example for 
observation.code and component code.  However, the current IG specification 'requires' LOINC 
for both.  I think there was a subtlety that was not clarified at the WGM.  Specifically, while 
'code’ is required, its value is CodeableConcept (see 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/datatypes.html#codeableconcept). 
 
In CodeableConcept, both elements are optional and only 'text' field is a unique value in 
CodeableConcept. 
 
Note that 'coding' (which is the only thing involving LOINC now) is *not* required based on 
cardinality in FHIR.  This is true both for Observation.component.code and 
Observation.component.code.  The only unique item in terms of cardinality is 'text.'  So, LOINC 
as example could be done for the spec if we chose too- it is not required.  The thinking was the 
'text' can be the required part and we can decide on it and its definitions (which can certainly 
point elsewhere). 
 
In FHIR spec, it says: "The 'Coding' data type is used directly when there is certainty that the 
value must be selected directly from one of the available codes, and the list of possible codes is 
agreed to by all participants. This is not usually the case in the context of FHIR - general 
interoperability - so Coding is mostly used in extensions, which are usually intended to be 
defined for a well-controlled context of use." 
 
There may be one or more ontologies used in the future for 'coding.' The field is not fully defined 
and there is there a need to narrow the standard now-  FHIR seems not require it either (take a 
look at observation- lists LOINC as example. 
 
The next issue is that while LOINC is free in terms of cost, others like SO, GO are as well. 
SNOMED is free for users in subscribing countries) in terms of cost.  But, 'free' also is defined 
by GNU as follows: "'Free software' means software that respects users' freedom and 
community. Roughly, it means that the users have the freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, 
change and improve the software. " LOINC requires a license agreement to use- which has 
some limitations (please check it out).  Most of the GNU "essential freedoms" do not seem to be 
met (see freedoms 0 to 3: https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.en.html).  Note a couple are 
relaxed for hl7 v2 messages- but nothing is mentioned about FHIR. Others like SO, GO, etc. are 



free and open source (not only free in terms of cost, but without restrictive license) from what I 
see and are being used today in genomics community.  If we are open to free, but restrictive 
license, the number of other ontologies currently used for genomics grows- but these have not 
been considered.  A counterargument may be- but we can still use other codes even if we 
'require’ LOINC (or anther one)?  Yes, but they need to be equivalent- so effectively full 
genomics definitions and terms will be defined by the 'coding' element if we force people to use 
that from specific ontology.  Plus, once we are requiring a particular coding system, then it may 
develop independently or based on external factors which may differ from how others (including 
hl7) meant to use it.  This is especially true now, as many codes (e.g. LOINC) are new and 
some have changed definitions quickly- like since LRI guide released.  Others are changing as 
well (based on other efforts).  So, do we need to 
require it now before set? 
 
If so, it may be useful to consider the IP issues and open source to ensure community can have 
role in further work... It is unclear how definitions and terms are made in some systems like 
LOINC (or SNOMED).  Looking at the sites, it seems suggestions can be made, but how they 
are done is unknown and licenses that are not open source have restrictions on changes/use. 
 
Finally, this may be helpful as well: 
https://www.amia.org/news-and-publications/press-release/amia-supports-multi-agency-effort-im
prove-lab-data-interoperability 
with transcript here: 
https://www.amia.org/sites/default/files/Perspectives-on-Lab-Interoperability-Alterovitz-11082016
.pdf 
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Agenda: 

Title “Working Together - A strategy for SNOMED CT and genomics” 
 
Overview of the approach taken to develop SNOMED CT to better support the development of 
Genomics medicine both in clinical practice and within the research community. The presentation 
will also details some of the practical steps that SNOMED international has taken to support these 
developments 
 

Ian Green -- SNOMED CT Customer Relations Lead, Europe and Clinical Engineering 
 
SNOMED CT 

Most comprehensive multilingual Clinical Terminology 
Increasing tools and implementations -- snomedinaction.org/ 
Features: 

“Concepts” for meaningful queries 
“Descriptions” assist in searching concepts (multilingual content) 
“Relationships” support aggregation and querying 

 
SNOMED International (now owns SNOMED CT) 

non-profit “virtual” organization based in London (founded in Denmark) 
33 member countries, Still need to raise more awareness globally 
 

Collaborations - WHO (IDC-11 MMS beta) / GA4GH / HL7 (work in progress) 
Discussions 
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HPO (phonotype content) / OMIM / HDO (review existing diagnosis and id new) 
Genomics Strategy 

Providing detailed info to researchers and actionable genomics guidance into EHRs 
Focusing on terminologies with clear links to clinical practice through the EHR 

Preferably through existing linkages where possible 
Clear use case requirements will lead to SNOMED adopting new clinical language 

Methodology for this approach is still in progress 
Rare disease content - difficult to add as diseases are often defined by narrative text 

Genomics Pilot Sites 
Addenbrooke’s UK / a couple others moving forward (use case based) 

Genomics content 
Phenotypic findings (HPO/OMIM) 
Genomics procedures (driven by member requests and collaborating partners) 

Will need to extend current concept model for procedures 
Updated definitions to diagnosis types (Human Disease Ontology & collabs) 
Data analytics identify use case -- challenging 

Future  
Forming derivative products to interface ORPHANET/HPO/OMIM/DO with the EHR 
Identifying patients for clinical trials 
Provision mechanisms to provide precision medicine algorithms to EHRs 
Identification of more pilot sites 

 
Meeting recording: https://fccdl.in/RqeJv0hhtG 
 
Discussion: 
(paraphrased) 
Bob -- When a clinication receives a variant from lab, what do they put in the EHR under the 
“problem” list? Currently ClinVar points to Orphanet or OMIM, which can often lead to 0 or many 
SNOMED codes for results. 
 
Ian -- Yes we will have to look at coordinating more with ClinVar in the future. 
 
Gil -- For non-member countries, are there ideas in place currently to bring representatives in? 
Representatives are welcome to these calls if they are interested. 
 
Ian -- SNOMED currently have set up Clinical Reference sites, (there is one for genomics and 
precision medicine too) and the sites are forums accessible from anywhere, you just need to 
make an account to make comments. Other official outreach programs are in early stages. 
 
Chat Records: 
Andrea Pitkus - 

○ 12:00PM 

https://fccdl.in/RqeJv0hhtG


● Thank you for your presentation.  Looks like this is EHR centric and doesn't mention the 
laboratory information system where genomics results originate.  Best practice is to 
codify lab results values at their point of origin in the LIS as the performing laboratory 
knows the most about how they perform testing.  Can you clarify if the scope is only 
limited to genomics information in the EHR or includes its origin in the LIS?  Also are data 
warehouses, public health, and other downstream entities in scope? 

Julian Sass - 
○ 12:02PM 

● die Extension aus Nebraska sieht interessant aus nach dem was ich davon gesehen habe. 
Die haben zb Mutationen mit relationships zu Genen, SNPs usw modelliert 

  



 
  
 
 
 
 
Previous years’ notes: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WDEskUVDbr1hBV33SqbHjnlIx_13rpP20UnPssXfZQA/e
dit?usp=sharing 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10WdHi38KBLb6DC1o8M73qBTcbbP6QrHlhBtpxo6CU4c/
edit#heading=h.zfi9l8jfe4la 
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